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Penguidillo
by Eric Wagnon
As we celebrate the sixth anniversary of Script, our own
south Campus literary journal, we cannot help looking back with
pride at the distinguished writing that has graced its pages.
Some of us recall wonderfully humorous selections, like
Connie Morehead's "What I Said," appearing in the first edition.
Stirring essays also linger in our memories: Cindy San Miguel's
"Forgotten," a 1990 tribute to American hostage Terry Anderson,
comes to mind. And can we ever forget Todd A. Petriscak's
unusual pattern poem "Fragile Fluid in a Crystal Chalice" from
1989?
The selections in our 1992 edition are as eloquent and
moving and funny as ever. We are grateful for them, but we are
even more grateful for the eloquent and moving and funny TCJC
students who produced them.
We are also grateful for the dedicated faculty members who
served on the Script and High School Creative Writing Committees.
We thank the judges, the artists, the typists, and the printers
without whom Script could not be created.

I've got a penguin in my pocket.
He likes it 'cause it's warm;
He's protected from the sunlight
and roaring pouring storms.
He lives on lint from linings;
I'm not sure yet what he drinks.
I know not what he does for fun
Or of what he thinks.
I do know that he sits there
Every day and night
Sleeping deep in comfort
Hidden out of sight.
I decided to take him out once;
I guess it was right to do
'Cause now he's happily married
To the armadillo in my shoe.

And most of all, we thank you - the reader. The 1992 Script
is our gift to you. We hope you enjoy reading it as much as we
have enjoyed bringing it to you.

--y~

m. D)YcJL

Violet H. O'Valle
Professor of English
Chair, English Department

T. C. J. C.-S.C.

Second Place

Third Place
Suburbia
by Hillary S. McCoy

Outside my window
There is no distan't lighthouse
Withstanding the rhythmic abuse
Of the sea,
No ancient village
Resting in the folds
Of a nonexistent valley,
No dense green forest
Whose branches pierce
The proximate heavens,
No mystic mountain
That succumbs to
The electric fireworks
Of a stormy night,
No imperial gardens
With a fragrance sweeter
Than the face of Aphrodite.
Outside my window
Is a cold brick wall,
A faithful reminder of
A reality I would rather
Not be a part of.
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M-16 I Intifada
by Daniela Pinez

Your Mother called me
That you made it to the front page
With a machine gun and two friends
On the flat white roof
You wait
Like any seventeen-year-old
For a girl
Who throws bags of urine
And stones
To protect
The goats that make
Nablus cheese taste of thyme ,
Bathed in olive oil
Small trees with silver leaf
In the garden
A fat woman hangs
To dry
A pair of running shoes.
She nods to her daughter,
Dawidah,
Who practices the sling and stone.
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Beyond the Mailbox
by Tamera J . Bounds

Freedom's Beach
by Vemell Tschoerner

• I

The sea touches me
And he touches me
Soothing
And drawn
(But frightened)
Water whispers
And he whispers
Each gentle wave intensifies
Moving closer in its passion
To the grains of sand between my toes.
And I know, how I know
That the sea enjoys its noble
Rush as much as the sand enjoys its coming .

The Beach
by Patsy Cathey
Through tear stained eyes I watch the people
Walking around the sludge
Keeping my small body pressed tightly against hers
I give her an occasional nudge
Though I feel so confused and alone in the dark
I still refuse to budge.
The oil is building up on my tiny wings
But I will try to be brave and not cry
I realize now she will never wake up
Never again will she fly
But I will stay with her until the end
I can 't tell my mother good-bye.

•

1 left there more than twenty years ago. I was glad to be going .
Farm life was boring and not at all glamorous to a f ifteen-year-o ld girl.
hated chopping cotton and slopping hogs! I longed for the excitement of
city life. There, the key to opportunity opened doors. There, I cou ld learn
to be glamorous and sophisticated like the city girls. I wou ldn't miss the
dust and tumbleweeds on the farm. I didn't know then that I would reflect
on those lazy days on the farm and long for a time when the world was
fresh and alive, my imagination ran wild, and life was just simpler beyo nd
the mailbox!
1 especially loved spring there. The world came alive. Birds
returned to build their nests in the giant cottonwood trees, and babies
were born. I often sat and watched the piglets and calves being born.
They came into this world hollering and ready to run. Once, my daddy let
me help him deliver a calf. Amid all the dirt and slime, I pulled out a
hungry little newcomer. I held the odorous bundle close in my arms and
fed him the first tastes of life! During th is time of year, the barnyard
was alive with all sorts of baby ch icks , piglets, and calves running all
over the place. It took half of the morning just feeding them all ! During
summer, our crops grew and had to be tended . I always begged to go in the
garden and pick the first ripe watermelon. Nothing smelled better than
the earth after a mid-summer's fain. The sweet smell of roses mixed
with peaches file the air. Flowers spread their leaves to savo r every drop.
Even ladybugs came out from beneath to take a sip. Pigs rol led in the mud.
Horses ran and kicked. Frogs came out to play in the rain, and so did we.!
Maybe the world was more alive then because we made it that way.
We did not have Nintendo, MTV, and VCR's to occupy our thoughts. We
relied on our imaginations and each other for a good time. My favorite
place to play was in the wooden cotton trailers. They were my private
source of adventure. The trailers stood empty most of the time, patiently
waiting to be transformed . I often played like I was a fine city woman ,
and my trailer was grand house. Most of the time, I pretended to be a
great doctor, the trailer was a big hospital, and sick people came from
miles away to be treated with my mud remedies. During the hot summers,
we cooled off in either the lawn sprinklers or in the irrigation ditches.
Our "wet-n-wild" consisted • of a piece of tarp draped over the side of the
ditch into the water. My brothers and I took turns doing acrobatic slides
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into the icy water. I traveled many miles and killed hundreds of bloodthirsty Indians while riding my silver butane tank! Best of all were the
clear, starry nights. I'd sit alone on the front porch and gaze at the
evening sky. My mind reached out to touch a shooting star and make that
hopeful wish.
Life was also simpler on the farm. My family's main priorities were
to the land, each other, and God. The livestock provided our meat. The
land provided the rest. My mama baked our breads and made most of our
clothes. My summer shorts and tops were made of the colorful material
from hundred pound sacks of flour. Every other Saturday, we went to town
for sugar, flour, paper goods, and an occasional treat (if we had the
money). Neighbors did not covet what another neighbor had. Nobody cared
about designer names or new cars. We ate eggs and bacon every morning
for breakfast and didn't give a thought to our cholesterol. Our doors were
never locked, but instead stood open for anyone who wanted to come in .
My brothers and I often walked down the dirt roads alone to catch the
school bus. I never once worried that one of us could be abducted or killed
along the way. My favorite day was Sunday. On this day, my family, aunts,
uncles, cousins, and grandparents came together to go to church. Then we
all gathered at Poppa and Granny's house for fried chicken , mashed
potatoes and gravy, cherry cobbler, and "Bonanza" (in color).
Though I come from a dying way of life, its memories will live in my
head forever. I was lucky to be given the chance to live in an
uncomplicated world. I was fortunate to have been reared in a place void
of hatred, prejudice, and greed. I have seen, touched, even tasted nature in
its simplicity. These experiences have helped me to maintain humor,
compassion, and a sense of moral responsibility in a fast and everchanging world. Perhaps now, it is my turn to teach my children the
secrets to life I learned so many years ago beyond the mailbox.

Prior to You
by Diann Brannon

Prior to you, joy was a word
to be written on banners
and toasted with eggnog,
and rarely spoken
past January of each year.
6
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I was seventeen when my daughter was born, not much more than a ~ ~·....
child myself. Maybe it was my youth that made my pregnancy easy. I
certainly never let it slow me down. I rode from Fort Worth to Wichita
Falls on the back of a roaring black. motorcycle the week before she was
born. I was so big, I couldn't get my arms around the driver in order to
hold on. The possibility of danger never occurred to me. Furthermore, it
never occurred to me to educate myself on my coming delivery by reading
books on pregnancy and childbirth. Instead, I went through the whole nine
months in awe of the changes in my body and, in ignorance, fearing the
eventual delivery. I think most women fear delivery, but my fears were
encouraged by hearing gruesome childbearing stories from older women .
They told tales of how they had lain for hours, sometimes days, writhing
in agony, screaming out their pain , and praying for relief, until finally,
their child was born. Is it any wonder that I didn't recognize my own labor
when it came upon me?
My labor started shortly after midnight on April 24, 1971 , when I
began having abdominal pains. By 4:00 a.m., the pains were worse and
coming every ten minutes. Like steel bands, the pains wrapped around my
abdomen, tightened until I thought I couldn't stand it for another second,
then loosened again. I still did not catch on. Having lived through morning
sickness, three bladder infections, and a kidney infection , I thought I we
just having some new kind of pregnancy illness. Finally, I woke my
neighbor to get her opinion on whether or not I shou ld call my doctor. My
neighbor asked me, "When are you due?"
I answered, "Last week."
She looked at me as if I were crazy and said, "Don't you know you're
in labor?" That possibility had never crossed my mind.
By 4:30 a.m., I was checking into the hospital. I had no idea what to
expect, so I was scared. I kept wondering, would I be writhing and
screaming soon? The nurse ushered me into an unoccupied labor room
containing two beds and little else. The room was dimly lit by a small
night light in the far corner. I put on a hospital gown, open in the back,
and crawled into bed. It wasn't long before the nurse returned to give me
an injection of a drug she called Twilight Sleep. It was aptly named. It
immediately put me to sleep. Unfortunately, the drug allowed me to wake
up for each contraction. I also hallucinated while under the drug's

The Birth of My Daughter
by Yvonne .Elaine Harrison
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influence. I imagined a group of doctors, all dressed in white from head
to toe, huddled around a gurney, shoulder to shoulder. I cou ldn't see what
they were doing, so I leaned closer and saw the one of the doctors was
wearing a pair of the brightest lime green cowboy boots J had ever seen .
laughed. My own laughter woke me up, just in ti[!"le for another
contraction. Around 8:00 a.m. , I woke up to find three or four nurses
holding me down and trying to stick something on my face . In my druginduced stupor, I thought they were trying to kill me. It took them a few
minutes to make me understand their intentions. They wanted to put me
to sleep for my delivery. I wish I had known about natural childbirth then .
I would have enjoyed watching my daughter's entrance into the world .
Instead, I breathed in the gas as deeply as I could ....
The day I was to go home, I awoke early and went to the nursery to
see my daughter. I stood there for over an hour watching \her sleep. She
was beautiful. Thick dark hair framed her perfect pink face . Though
asleep, her little puckered mouth moved as if she was sucking . How I
wished she would wake up and show me her deep blue eyes, but on she
slept. Images swept through my mind: showing her off to my family,
watching her take her first step, enrolling her in school. I wondered .
Would she be beautiful? In my heart, I knew she would be. Would she be
happy? I truly hoped so. Would she be loved? I prayed to God she would
be . I would never know for sure, though . It was time for me to leave. Her
adoptive parents would be here soon , and I was not allowed to meet them.
My images were just the fantasies of a scared seventeen-year-old. I took
one last look, a look that would have to last a lifetime. I turned and
walked away.
Stepping into the bright April sunshine and wiping away my tears,
knew my body would heal quickly and soon return to normal. My heart,
however, would take much longer to heal and would bear a scar that would
last forever.
It's Me The Track Star
by Diann Brannon
I ran
for a multitude of reasons .
I ran from you
because you couldn't read my mind,
and from myself because I could.
Love is easy.
It's the commitment that takes courage .
8

Unqualified Alliance
by Jeri Peterson
Sometimes odd combinations take hold ... Like Rice Krispies and
marshmallows, like Roberta and me. When we met in the third grade
Roberta sat on the back row for class pictures and I sat on the front row.
But six inches didn't affect whatever attracts eight-year-olds. When we
were together everything seemed hilarious; no other friend had ever been
as much fun as Roberta was. Juvenile friendships come and go, but this
one didn't end with the school year. It lasted through the years when we
lacked the maturity to make it work, and it lasted beyond the years when
reason said it shouldn't work.
Giggling was the common denominator of this early kinship.
Because of our incessant giggling my parents never allowed us to "sleep
over" at my house. More tolerant than my family, Roberta's parents fondly
dubbed me "Giggles," but nevertheless ban ished us to the camper. From
our hideaway in the driveway we stayed up all night, laughing and making
ourselves sick on red licorice and Dr. Pepper. Here we passed through the
important rites of youth : toilet-papering, having take-our delivered to
boys we didn't like, and writing a dirty novel (one paragraph was a start).
Seventh grade provided the first test of our friendsh ip. We went to
different schools and didn't see much of each other except in the summers.
Many new choices helped to define our emerging adolescence: new
friendships , elective courses , and extracurricular activities. Here our
differences began to surface. Roberta excelled in math and science while
I found myself involved in music, art, and languages. But we both dreaded
Junior High P.E. where only the "cheerleader" types excelled. Maybe
laughing about our awkwardness sustained us through Junior High. P.E. and
Roberta's father's big boat - these were saving bonds.
Roberta's family spent every summer weekend at the lake and I was
often invited along. Long , lazy summer days on the water reinforced our
friendship and evened out our differences . We caught up on what we
missed during the school year; much to my amazement I learned that
Roberta's family and school friends called her NRobin." I got used to the
name, but other discoveries about each other proved more unsettling than
this .
The most painful thing about growing up is having to let childhood
notions give way to reality - like grudgingly passing Santa and the Tooth
Fairy on to the next generation . As High School years dawned Robin's path
9
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and mine seemed to be taking opposite directions. I began to fear that the
friendship begun in th ird grade might not grow up with us. I was deeply
religious and committed to my church ; Robin was a self-proclaimed
agnostic. I felt a passion for music and the opportunity it afforded me to
express sometimes confused emotions; Robin was tone deaf and not
confused. I ran for every office and was on every- committee at school ;
Robin outgrew High School early, and after fulfilling all her required
courses, used her electives for work-release . When we graduated she
knew what she wanted to be when she grew up and went away to college
to earn a degree in computer science.
I went to the local university, neither ready nor financially able to
leave the nest. While looking for a subject to major in, I quite
unexpectedly found love and was married within a year.
Robin and I stayed in touch , but one Christmas she went to Seattle to
visit her sister and never came back. My brilliant friend had landed a job
with Boeing even before finishing her degree. I felt a strange emptiness
knowing my best girlfriend was gone. I momentarily forgot that distance
had separated us once before, yet the friendship had remained indelible.
We continued on as before, conversing sporadically. Yet each phone call
picked up where the last one left off, with no awkward silences, no lack
of things to talk about. Although I missed Robin, I never felt far from her.
I persuaded my family to vacation in Seattle last year. I needed to
see Robin , needed my family to know her. Robin and I spent more late
nights girl-talking like old times, laughing as always. But it seemed
strange to go through the familiar childhood motions as adults. Rules we
broke by staying up all night were our own ; it was my children, not my
parents, we kept awake with our giggling. We talked about religion and
politics th is time, about things that had been too complicated to address
as youngsters . Whatever attracted those two eight-year-olds survived the
ravages of adolescence and young-adulthood , and the two paths came back
together in a rare, unqualified alliance . Lucky for us, we met as children ,
before differences in ideology, lifestyle, and even basic interest influence
the heart's inclination to knit.
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Transitional Needs
by Wanda Flenner

,,

The headline, "'Granny dumping': new pain for U.S. elders," seized
my attention! The September 1991 AARP Bulletin's report by Robert P.
Hey and Elliot Carlson addressed the problem of aged parents being
abandoned on emergency room doorsteps. Each month, this publication of
the American Association of Retired Persons tackles major issues
concerning prime timers. The llewsletter's timely articles often make me
uncomfortable; this one kicked me completely out of my comfort zone!
Are we discarding our mothers and fathers, believing we no longer need
them? My symbolic need for my mother has not decreased as her
dependence on me has increased. Since the days of my troubled childhood
and rebellious teens, through the crises of mid-life, and now as I am a
senior citizen, Mother continues to fulfill my needs.
Widowed at thirty , Mother returned to college and became a career
woman to meet the staggering responsibility of raising an only child . In
the small community where we lived, my mother broke new ground by
being the only single parent and by managing her own business. I did not
arrive home from school to cookies baking , sibling's laughter or a father's
lap. I did return home to a happily secure atmosphere, where moral
principles were expected and accountabilities were accepted.
Furthermore, the 1940'S welcomed an era before grief and trauma
seminars, support groups, mood medication , or self-help books. As a
result, I was nurtured with the oldest remedy of all, love. During my
anxious childhood and throughout my turbulent adolescence, my mother and
I shared a big double bed. There, in mother's arms, I shed my tears , faced
my fears, and built my dreams. Concurrently, Mother gently began the
process of letting go and preparing me to become a functioning adult.
As I ventured into maturity, Mother gave me the respect of dealing
with me as an adult. Ten years after I married, my mother finally felt
free to date and to remarry. At the same time that we built our separate
families, our mutual respect steadily grew. Mother allowed me the
dignity of learning from my mistakes as I stumbled down the passages of
middle life . Mother continued to challenge me to reach my desired goals in
family, education , and business. The respect she showered on me took
root and sprouted into a healthy self-respect that still blossoms .
Even now, in her twilight years, Mother satisfies my need. The
combination of osteopetrosis , emphysema, and arthritis makes her days
11

In the Sun
by Bill Engelke
long and painful. Someday, her Lord will ta~e her home. However, th~ .
strength she ingrained in me and the tenac1ty she modeled for me wil l live
on in my children's children . Although her body grows frail, her mind
continues to be sharp and her wit is still biting. Likewise, her esteemed
matriarchal opin ions remain strong and solid. Jus~ as her open arms
became my childhood shelter, now her abiding presence has become my
sanctuary.
For the past fifty years, my mother has stayed a constant and an
absolute in my life. In Nancy Friedman's bestseller, My Mother, My self,"
she explores the theory that the older we grow, the more like our mothers
we become. My retort to that premise is, "My children should be so lucky!"

Your Ticket, Please
by William Eric Tressler
"All aboard," God speaks, while punching holes
in passengers' tickets marked, "Human Souls."
A passing word of dubious knowledge,
not available on Earth by mentor or college:
"As
sink
The
you

the door of humanity slides ajar,
your soul and mind in any car.
trip seems hard, but once aboard,
may exit at your own accord--

In the sun,
In the shade,
In the grass,
in the time of late summe r,
two holding back the fall.
Holding back time--Holding back the future--Hold ing---

--

As my shadow and the cool, autumn su n
play across your breasts,
I wonder if your excited nipp les are for me.
Do they rise and dance
to the beat of my heart?
or do they just anticipate

anoth er's touch?

Do they thrill and delight
as they nurture the event,
as they nurture me?
Through tears of regret
and tears of joy
comes the understanding of
how great the loss,
how final the future.

"Via noose, bullet, or open wrist,
by poison , pill , or saber's twist.
But the tourist must weather Earth 's strife ,
for your ticket is valid for but one life."
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Mother's Attention-Getters
by Madeline Sm ithson

As typical of all parents , mothers demand obedience. Over the years,
mothers have learned to deal with their children most ' effectively.
Instead of always dealing bluntly with their children , mothers have
learned to use sugar coated words and phrases such as, "read my lips,"
"silence is golden," and "you must be considerate of others around you ."
Without a doubt, mothers are especially adept at getting the attention of
their children .
To begin with , this writer is a mother who attempts to rear two
boys. Both boys have been trained from birth to respond to her voice; both
know, by the tone of the voice, just how much trouble that they are to
expect. Clinched fists and gritted teeth means that Mom "is on the
warpath." Whenever Mom issues the command, "Read my lips," both boys
stop dead in their tracks. Trouble looms on the horizon; Mom will take no
more! This famous phrase does not mean that the boys should put on the ir
glasses ad try to decipher the words on Mom's lips; Mom's words mean ,
"Zip your lips!" Both boys tremble with fear, and, in unison , like a
precision drill team , march outside before they break into uncontrollable
laughter.
Next , this ultimate level of obedience becomes difficult, it not
impossible, to achieve overnight. Mom realizes that the boys need to be
eased into responding to her commands; obedience requires time and
patie nce. A prime example of the need for patience occurs whenever a
person comes to their home. Both boys charge violently towards the front
dQor; both yell loudly enough to shatter glass. Mom reminds the boys
patiently, "Silence is golden." In other words, be quiet or else! The boys
know instinctively that this will become the perfect opportunity to
embarrass Mom. So when the door opens, no matter who stands there, a
neighbor, a delivery boy, the minister, or Charles Manson holding a four
foot machete, the boys barge right past him and continue their
disobedience of mother.
Finally, the highlight, the absolute pinnacle, of th is mother's
existence becomes riding in the car when she drives the boys to school.
Th is activity provides them the perfect opportunity to yell at policemen
and other travelers, and allows them the opportunity to smudge the newly
cleaned car windows . Every morning the boys monitor Mom carefully , and ,
the instant she does something to indicate that departure is imminent,
14

they start their screaming. When Mom stops at the red light, the boys
make faces and yell at the people in the car which has pulled up next to
them . Mom smiles apologetically and says, loud enough for the ~people in
the next car to hear, "Now boys, you must be more considerate of others
around you." In their hearts, the two boys know that she really means, "If
you don't sit down and be quiet, you will need a fan to cool the seat of
your pants." At last, silence, golden silence, reigns for at least five
minutes, and even to the staunchest doubter, Mom's ability to obtain her
children's attention becomes immediately evident.

The Jar Baby
by Nancy Blanton
You will always be small.
You will always be perfect.
There will be existence--eternal existence
As a thing
For observation and admiration of
Your touching perfection .
Time stopped for you , and you are perfect, baby blue.
Other children exchanged
Their wombs for life
And cherry popsicles
In the summer.
You stay an icicle
On a clear winter dawn in your glass womb,
Frozen at five months.
We were all you once, but you can never be us-You are probably older than me.
Where would you be?
And given the choice,
Would you rather be alive or perfect?

15
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On the Other Side of the Fence
By Nicole Grunt
The song, This Land is Your Land, by Woody Guthrie, will always
remind me of Mr. McAfee. He had the best swing set in the neighborhood,
or at least I thought so. It was small and rusty and had been well-used by
his children and grandchildren. They had lbng since -outgrown it by the
time 1 discovered it. I took to climbing the fence that separated our back
yard from his, and using his swing , instead of the brand-new one my
father had bought for me. It was on that swing that I began to sing .
From the time I learned to talk, I loved to sing . First, the songs I
learned in nursery school, and later, those my father taught me from his
collection of ballads and folk music. Once I heard something, I never
forgot, and so I never ran out of material. Mr. McAfee's swing set was the
ideal place for singing . The squeaky rise and fall of the swing matched
the rhythm of my music, and it was my favorite pastime.
1 never thought about whether the neighbors could hear me or not.
sang because I enjoyed it, although I never objected to an aud ience.
Sometimes, in the late afternoons , when the sun was setting and the air
was cooling , Mr. McAfee would ' come outside and sit at the little wooden
picnic table near the swing . He seldom spoke; he would just sit peacefu lly
and I would continue my songs . It was on an evening like this that he first
made a request.
The night was balmy, as summer nights in Texas tend to be, and the
air was thick with the sounds of locust. Someone had been barbecuing
nearby and the smell still lingered. I was just beginning a new song when
Mr. McAfee came out to take his usual seat. After about an hour or so, he
quietly spoke. "This Land is Your Land," he said. He took me by surprise
with his words and I didn't quite understand. He said again, this time
more clearly, "Please sing, This Land is Your Land.." Happily, I sang. From
that night on, whenever Mr. McAfee appeared by the swing set, I sang his
favorite song . It was my favorite also; I never told him that, but I think
he knew.
In addition to the best swing set in the neighborhood, Mr. McAfee
also had the best tree house. Eleven rotting boards, nailed to the side of
an old oak tree, led the way to a platform among the clouds. "Your mother
will have a heart attack worrying about you," my father used to say. He
built a ''tree house" in our yard for me; a miniature house with two rooms ,
a roof, and windows, only a foot off the ground. It didn't make any
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difference, because nothing could keep me from the one next door. It was
from Mr. McAfee's tree house that I could view every rooftop , and suddenly
the neighborhood had no secrets.
When
The tree house and the swing set had both seen better days.
• l
The
chance.
a
have
didn't
they
nature and a six-year-old got tog~ther
swing's chains were rusty and worn with weather and age. My hands and
clothes were always stained with the th ick, brown residue. One day, as I
was swinging, a chain broke and I fell to the ground with a shock. After
inspecting myself for blood and bruises I ran to the house as quickly as my
legs would take me. I flew in the back door with a loud bang and ran
through the halls until I found my father's arms. Tearfully , I explained to
him what had happened. "Please Daddy, can we fix the swing?" I pleaded.
He promised to make a trip to the hardware store and fix the chain that
week .
The next afternoon, when I climbed the fence and peeked over at the
swing set, there were two brand-new, shiny, silver chains in place of the
old ones. I scrambled over the top of the fence and jumped to the ground.
The swing was fixed and I spent the rest of the evening singing in
celebration . My father had been at work all day; it was Mr. McAfee who
had fixed the swing .
Over the next few years, the swing and the tree house were kept in
good repair. The swing eventually saw a new coat of paint, and then
another. Gradually, as the tree house steps further rotted and crumbled,
they were replaced. Part of the platform co llapsed one day and luckily I
wasn't there when it happened. Mr. McAfee was my protector; he always
looked out for me.
September of the year I turned ten was one I'll never forget. Over
the summer I had grown taller and lost some baby fat. The girls and boys
in my class no longer hated each other and I had my first boyfriend. I also
discovered that the fourth grade brought harder lessons and homework
every night. That was also the September of Mr. McAfee's death.
My mother picked me up from school that day. In the car, I was
chatting happily about the day's ~vents and Mom was unusually quiet.
Eventually, she interrupted me. "I have some bad news, honey; Mr. McAfee
passed away early this morning. His son found him; he died in his sleep.
I'm very sorry." I was speechless; it didn 't seem possible. I couldn't
believe Mr. McAfee was gone.
That evening I crept over the fence and into the next yard. I went to
the swing and sat. I didn't swing that night, and there weren't any songs.
My silence matched that of Mr. McAfee's old house. Light wasn't shining
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from the kitchen window and I couldn't see the flicker of a television
through the curtains.
In the darkness, I grew frightened. I began to hear strange noises all
around me, and I thought of ghosts. I realized that there was no longer
anyone to hear me if I were to scream . I'm not sure how long I sat that
night. Without a jacket, I was freezing, although the cold ' didn't hurt me
as much as the other pain. I think it was .very late when my father came
for me with his flashlight. With one arm protectively around my shoulders
he carefully led me the long way, around the fence, back home.
A few days later I missed school for Mr. McAfee's funeral. As I sat
with my family in the large church I wondered at all the people who were
there. Every seat was filled, and the casket was not even visible beneath
all the flowers which were amassed around it. As friends and family rose
and spoke, I began to see a side of Mr. McAfee that I had never known. I
learned that he had taught science at U.T.A. for many years before his
retirement. I also learned .that he had served in the Navy, loved to dance,
and had enjoyed fishing in his younger years. These were things I had
never stopped to consider. I guess nothing would have been different if I
had known him better. For me, all that had mattered, was the gentle way
he smiled when I sang for him.
Mr. McAfee was buried at Moore Funeral Home, only a block from my
house. The morning following his funeral I woke very early and dressed.
Outside, the morning air was cool and crisp. The sun had just begun its
climb and it seemed to be resting in the uppermost branches of distant oak
trees . 1 had left my bicycle in the driveway and the seat was wet with
dew from the night before. As I rode toward the funeral home, I
remembered that I had left behind the flowers I meant to bring for his
grave. I realized when I got there, that there were already more flowers
than his grave site could hold. I laid my bike up against a tree and knelt in
the wet grass near the many blooming plants.
About an hour later a crew of workers arrived and began to unload
equipment nearby. I thought to myself, as I got up to leave, that if they
had arrived any earlier they would have heard me singing This Land is
Your Land.
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Second Place
MARIANA
By Veronica Rozanski
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Larry Russell sat with his feet propped up and threw peanut shells into
the fireplace. He was a tall, w~ll-built man in his young thirties with a
buzz haircut and small slanted eyes and high cheekbones. He popped the
roasted pellets into his mouth and watched the fibrous hulls disintegrate
into the fire . Between the space behind his eyes and the hard round curve
of the back of his skull an enormous pressure expanded then contracted
with relentless vibration. He squeezed the bridge of his nose with his
fingers, which had no effect on his headache. With the flat of his hand he
pressed his forehead. The pressure vibrated more intensely beneath his
palm.
In the kitchen his wife Mariana cooked supper. Through the house the
fragrance of tomatoes and basil scented the usually odorless house.
Mariana was Italian, from Sardinia, and they had been married for about
two years . She was a small woman, less than five feet tall, with a round ,
high forehead and large brown eyes. She wasn't a pretty woman --- her
teeth were pointy at the ends --- but when she smiled, a warmth came
into her face that made her lovely.
.
The front door opened . In the foyer of the house Bert Russell's boots
echoed to the den. Larry's headache expanded a little more, tightening the
already cramped space around his brain . A man in his late fifties wearing
blue jeans and motorcycle boots walked into the room. Larry greeted him
with a bright smile. "Hi, Dad."
"Hi," Bert replied sourly. He sniffed the air briefly . "What's Mariana
cooking?"
"Rigatoni with marinara sauce," .
Mariana entered the den. "Larry, you help."
Bert followed them. His mouth jerked to one side of his face. "I
wanted steak for supper."
Mariana blinked rapidly . "You no say me."
Bert walked to the refrigerator, opened the door, and flung a package of
steaks onto the counter. "They've been there since this morning."
"What can I do?" Mari,ana spread her hands, "The supper is prepared."
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Bert squinted at her as if she were a small rodent. His lips stretched
back and forth across his face .
"Let's eat, Dad," Larry said pleasantly. "Mariana can fix steak
tomorrow."
Bert seized the chair and sat down forcefully. Mariana set out the
pasta, the sauce, the hard-crusted bread she bought at the French bakery,
the crisp green salad with freshly toasted croutons. She took her chair
beside Larry. In heavy silence the meal began.
"You know, Dad," Larry said, "that computer course is
getting pretty tough."
Mariana turned an animated gaze on him. "You learning much?"
"Sure. We're having a test next week." Couldn't she see he was trying
to smooth things out with Dad?
"You study.," she said, "After supper you no help me. You study."
Bert's fork clinked noisily against his plate.
"Today," Mariana said , "I take care lady. She go to Italy. She go to
Pisa ."
Because Larry knew her, he knew she referred to events in the
patient's past. Mariana worked during the day as a nurse aid in a big
hospital downtown. In the future when she had mastered English, she
hoped to return to her profession as a registered nurse. Larry had
promised her she could go to school as soon as he got finished and found a
job.
"I don't see why you didn't cook those steaks." Bert cut in abruptly.
"You no say me,"Mariana spoke patiently, "How can I know?"
"Now, listen ," Bert pushed his chair back . "Don't get smart with me."
"I never," Mariana's voice faded to a whisper.
. "You live here free of charge," Bert recited her benefits, "You swim in
the swimming pool, you do anything you want --- no responsibility. The
least you can do is be polite."
Mariana's eyes dropped to her hands. She gripped the napkin and twisted
it. "I try."
"Not very damn hard."
He stood up and walked into the den.
Larry looked at his wife,thinking , She's done it again. Why can't she
just get along with him?" Mariana looked back at him with a distressed
expression, as if she were waiting for him to do something . He didn't
know what to do; His head was splitting almost. "I'm going to bed."
"You no study?" she asked.
"I've got a headache."
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parked the car in front of the large window painted with pastel green,
pink, and brown ice cream cones, a wide smile covered Mariana's face.
They seldom went out alone because there wasn't money for iL She
jumped out of the car with a little skip and pulled her shoulders together
in a tight shudder. He ordered a chocolate almond cone for himself. She
took pistachio in a cup. The pink plastic spoon fit like a toy in her hand.
He waited until his cone was finished to start, not because he was
hungry, but because he wasn't sure how to begin. Anxiety produced in him
a sudden harshness.
"Dad was pretty mad about those steaks."
Her eyes widened slightly, "I cook tonight."
"It's too late," he announced, "He's fed up."
She wrestled briefly with the idiom. "Fed up?"
"He can 't take any more," Larry tried to explain his father's viewpoint,
"He's had it."
"I no understand," her eyes rested on his face with an unshakeable
calm.
"He says you have to leave."
"Leave." She recited the word carefully.
"Leave," he said, "Go somewhere else to live."
She nodded, "It is hard. He no understand. I no understand. Perhaps it
is better."
Larry balled up his napkin. "I'm staying , Mariana. You're going."
Her expression froze. For an instant her eyes gripped his with a
sickening fear, then slid away.
Her head dropped slightly forward . Her
hand curled up to her chest with a small blow. Tears spilled onto the hard,
formica tabletop .
"I have school," he argued , "I have to stay."
She seemed to shrink beneath his words. The hand holding the spoon
flew to clasp its mate. Her shoulders rose to defend the flesh of her
throat .
In this moment he felt nothing, not even his headache, only a cold airy
sensation in his chest, like a north wind sweeping out dead leaves from an
empty street. "Go back to Italy."
When she lifted her eyes, they held astonishment.
"You have money in the bank," he said , "enough for your plane fare."
One hand left her chest, came up to her mouth. With a turn of her head,
she faced the window. Her voice was like it had never been before, a cold,
dead sound like a cracked guitar. "We go to house now."
Larry was unsure if Mariana really understood what had been decided.
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She remained at the table, her fork turning around a piece of rigaton i,
her head tilted to one side so that her face was covered by the fall of her
hair.
The next afternoon Larry came home from school early. Last night's
headache destroyed his ability to concentrate. Beneath the headache lay
something else, something he wanted to . get away from, something the
headache kept him from feeling. He thought he would take a nap before
picking up Mariana from work. If he could really sleep, maybe he would
feel okay. Then he could get a little studying done.
His father sat in the den reading an auto manual. Since his retirement
from the Air Force, Dad pursued his hobby of repairing and restoring old
cars. Bert stopped reading and looked up at him. "Sit down, Larry. 1 need
to talk about something."
"Sure, Dad."
"I don't know how you're going to take this," Bert closed the manual
and laid it on the coffee table. "I just can't stand Mariana."
The headache began to roar in Larry's ears.
"I know you've got school," Bert continued , "It'll be awhile before you
can get out on your own. You stay as long as you need to ."
"Thanks, Dad." His voice sounded faraway to his own ears , as if the
part of him listening had shrunk and had been severed from the part of him
that talked .
"I want Mariana out by the end of the month."
Incredulity rose around him like smoke. "Where would she go?"
"I don't know," Bert's voice was cold, practical , "I don 't care."
"Dad, she's my wife ."
The man's eyes conveyed a flat indifference to that information. He
picked up his repair manual and walked out to the garage.
The headache cleared for an instant. Larry experienced a hot rage that
grabbed his chest and tried to push a scream from his throat. Throwing
His first thought
her out, just like that, he thought, I can't believe it.
was to start packing their things , to go out and look for an apartment.
Forget about school , get a job doing anything.
As suddenly as it came, the rage left him. The headache returned in
double force. They wouldn't have any money. What kind of a job could he
get without an education? This was a hell of a situation. He sat on the
couch, frozen with inertia, and contemplated the shimmering blue water
of the swimming pool.
When Larry picked Mariana up from the hospital, instead of going
directly home, they stopped at an ice cream parlor. As he
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She cooked and cleaned , went to her job, deposited her checks in the bank
ever
near the hospital. She did not refer to their pending separation , nor
l
speak of Italy. When Bert lost his temper and snapped at her, she studied
her father-in-law with a silent intensity, drew in her full lips, but said
nothing to explain or justify herself. She did not cry, even at night when
they were alone in the bedroom, or if she did, it must have been in the
early hours of the morning when Larry had finally collapsed into an
exhausted sleep. She did not plead to change anything , but went about her
business as if nothing had changed.
But something in Larry's chest felt tight and hard like a clock wound
tight, ready to spring apart. He saw that his father hated her at times,
tried to provoke arguments over any trifle, the television program she
watched , a mispronounced word, her clumsiness in handling big articles.
He saw that his father was implacable, and that Mariana in her small ,
almost nunlike way, was implacable as well. The end of the month was
coming, the time for Mariana to go, but no plane reservation had been
made, no evidence of travel evolved.
One Saturday morning a woman Larry had never met came by. Mariana
introduced her as Phyllis, a nurse from the hospital. The woman gazed
around the house and its furnishings with an indifferent eye. She shook
She didn't look
Larry's hand in introduction , but made little conversation.
like somebody interested in being friendly and outgoing . Larry wondered
how her patients liked her chilly attitude. She was overweight and wore
ratty old Nikes with frayed laces.
Mariana spent the whole day with Phyllis, returning well after dark.
They must have had a few drinks together. Mariana's face was flushed,
and she was laughing when she stepped out of the sky blue Honda Civic.
She moved in a way that was free and open as she waved good-bye to the
departing vehicle, with an openness Larry had not seen since she waved
good-bye to her family in Sardinia.
Poor kid, he thought, Maybe she's gotten some sense about it.
When she walked into the house: she was silent and stern again. The
laugh had gone from her eyes, and in its place was the same expression of
resolve.
That night she began to pack. Larry watched as she folded clothes,
packed the dishes she displayed in the one article of furniture she had
brought with her from Italy, a heavy oak cabinet beautifully stained and
She touched the doors with caressing
painted with little gold flowers.
fingers, then exhaled a low, long sigh, an outpouring of air that conveyed
an endless gush of sadness. But she said nothing and her eyes remained
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dry.
Larry was afraid to ask how she meant to ship all this back to Italy.
"I'll drive you to the airport,"he offered.
She regarded him with a vague surprise. "I no go airport."
Impatience rose up in him. "You have to go."
,
Without reply Mariana returned to packing the stoneware plates
decorated with blue and yellow stripes painted around the edges. When
the dishes fit neatly into the cardboard boxes she had produced from
nowhere, she announced, "I find apartment. I go tomorrow."
The floor seemed to fall away from his feet. The bed he sat on seemed
to float in the midst of a whirlpool of space. "I thought you would go
back to Italy."
"What is in Italy?" she asked, "No house, no job. I stay here."
"You have family there," he argued.
"Si," she agreed, "I have family. Some day I visit ."
"What are you going to do in an apartment?" he demanded, "You don't
make much money. You don't have a car. Somebody might rape you."
She studied him, as if seeing him for the first time . "Why you do
this?"
"Because I care about you .'
She swallowed. "For one year I cook, I clean , I work in the hospital.
Never you say,' Thank you, good job' . When your father say me, 'You go,'
you never say, 'I go too .' You say, like your father, 'Go, Mariana, go back to
Italy.' I go to street like a dog. Even the dog go where he like it."
The tight feeling in his chest loosened. Tears burned his eyes. "What's
going to happen to us?"
"I don't know," she answered in Italian. Her voice held a painful
wonder.
Mariana's voice in Italian was different, softer, more womanly. There
were caverns of mystery and wonder in a few sentences. Because she
spoke always in broken English Larry had come to see her as clumsy,
incompetent, slightly stupid. She stood before him now, foreign, distant,
inscrutable. He saw a woman he never knew existed, a person masked by
her language, her customs, the continuous brilliance of her open smile.
He remembered inanely the fragrance of Chanel Number Five floating
above his head, the silken glide of long fingers across his cheeks, a longforgotten kiss placed like a blessing on his hair.
The next morning Phyllis appeared again, this time with a Toyota
pickup. Between the pair of them, they managed the Italian cabinet
protectively wrapped in an old quilt.
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Third Place

Warm Places
By Daniela Pinez

"You know, you've got a prize in there," Harold announces, tipping his
head in the direction of the bathroom.
I drop two dozen spoons in the sanitizing chlorine bath required by
the State of Pennsylvania and display my best blank smile. Everyone
knows that Harold is a little bit, off. He is tolerated because since his
accident he is rich and does nothing at all, and because he is a permanent
fixture of the Olde City Cafe.
"You didn't see? That ruin must have slipped in while you were
bustling at the counter."
It was true that the crowd had been exceptional ly large for a Sunday.
The customers, who had attended the afternoon recital at the nearby Olde
Church, were of the sophisticated sort, and I had been busy pulling
espressos and heating milk for an endless succession of capuccini.
"Don't worry, I'll stay until you work it out," Harold says.
Something in the tone of his voice sends me to face the door to the
bathroom. With my back turned to the tiny wh ite room where my bearded
protector sits, I knock. The loud noise of knuckles meeting wood gives me
courage and the knocking grows louder. Receiving no answer, I try the
round golden knob which makes the cheap wood look cheaper.
"Someone needs to use the rest room!" I lie to the locked door.
"I 'll be right out!"
The voice is female, I think, flavored by the curt South Jersey
intonation common among the working-class boroughs located across the
Franklin Bridge. I carry empty stainless steel milk pitchers into the back
room where I slept last night, too drunk with loud guitars and the drinks
some guy bought me, to make it home. I do my best dreaming here, on top
of huge canvas bags that hold raw coffee beans from warm places like
Brazil, Ethiopia, Columbia, Ecuador, Kenya, Guatemala and Ivory Coast.
In the evening, when the store is empty, I sit in the back and stamp
the store logo on brown bags. An ink blue freckled little girl with a pair
of ribboned braids wearing a checkered apron. I do not know why my boss,
Rita, chose this logo, but Becky says it is because Rita got it for free from
an art student who used to work here.
"Still in there?" I ask Harold who is admiring the crocodile shoes
he bought in a store loc~ted on Fifth Avenue, New York, Paris, London.
He smiles and says, "you know you've got a prize in there."
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"Is it a man or a woman?"
His head slightly shifts backward and he says "a woman, I guess."
I remember the junkies sprawled on the floor of the ladies' bathroom
at the Penn Train Station in Manhattan. Female junkies, of course. 1 had
missed the midnight train and I was so scared I almost let go in my pants.
Half the toilets were broken and the doors did not iock; the brownish room
reeked of fear and indigence.
"What should I do?"
I knock again.
Harold does not answer.
"Just a minute!" The door answers.
I sigh and return to the back room, this time to weigh the fifteen
pounds of beans which will soon roast in the big German machine. With my
back to the front room I sneak half a day-old cheese Danish into my mouth
and turn the pages of the roasting log book. Last time we did a dark roast
of Colombian the temperature was kept at 435F for twenty minutes, but
Rita, the owner, wrote that it came out too dark. What did we do the time
before?
"Michele!" It is Harold who stands on the threshold of the back
room.
"What? Did she break--"
"--listen!" He says.
The sound of running water reverberates through the empty store. A
rhythmical splashing noise can be heard in the foreground. I try to think.
In the bathroom, there is a toilet, a sink, and a small closet that holds
brooms and brushes. Where does the Niagara noise come from?
I beat the door with my fist. "Come out or I'll call the police!" My
voice carries unevenly. Is she moaning and calling her mother, hugging one
of the big white fixtures I clean at closing time?
"Okay, okay!" The South Jersey accent has permeated that one word.
I wipe the counter and curse the customer who always dips the sugar
spoon into his cup of coffee and then returns the wet spoon to the sugar
bowl. Harold is reading the entertainment section of the paper, soon he
will read the film review aloud. a middle age couple enters the shop.
They've never been here, I can tell because they read the entire menu
scribbled on the black board above the coffee machines.
"Could we have some diet Coke?" The woman whines.
"We do not carry regular sodas, only coffee, tea, and these
beverages." I point to the refrigerator where real fruit spritzers mingle
with Orangina and non alcoholic malt brews. They look at each others,
they are tourists from Iowa who just saw the Liberty Bell.
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There is a store that sells sodas on Third and Market." They hurry
toward familiar grounds, like a couple of hippopotami frantic to. 1get into
the cooling mud.
I must get rid of the junkie before I start roasting , as the beans tend
to catch fire when they are left alone. There is nothing as sensual as
pouring big warm buckets of fragrant brown, sh iny pearls in five gallon
ceram1c Jars. I only dislike working with the decaffeinated beans; while
the beans cook, so do the chemicals used to strip away the caffeine , and
the smell makes me sick.
"Get out!" I say, using my harshest voice. "I am calling the police ,
now.!"
The door opens and we watch. Harold, sitting, the New York Times
held between clenched fists. Me, protecting the coffee machines with a
dishtowel in my right hand and a cake slicer in the left. A cloud of steam
escapes and I hope for a genie to appear and grant me my three wishes. We
hear the sound of a small beast scratch ing, the clatter a woman makes
when she gathers essentials in her handbag.
"Thank you ." The apparition says . Her dark boots hold bare , blotched
legs, so red and blue they almost make up for the absence of pantyhose. Of
medium build, she hides her clothes beh ind an old trench coat, except for
the skirt that sneaks its orange, blue and red threads to match the shade
of her leg wear. A beige handbag bearing the golden initial V hangs on her
left shoulder, that is probably where she stores the abominably red
lipstick she managed to put on almost straight. Her face is creased , her
nose is painted like the marble tab les Rita impo rted from Italy, and her
eyes tell a sad old story. Now clean , she is a vulnerable creature, with
two shaggy plastic bags for protection and strength.
She has already left the store and Harold sets to attack her clothes ,
her nose, the purple ridges that decorate her face. We examine the
bathroom, reminiscent of a Turkish bath; water is gently dripping from the
light blue walls to the creamy, tiled floor. She almost finished the new
cake of soap I had opened in the morning. The trash can is filled with
crumpled paper towels. When she finished these she must have switched
During the last few minutes
to toilet paper, as the roll is almost empty.
I gave her, she tried to wipe enough clear space on the foggy mirror to
apply some lipstick. A set of fingerprints points to the spot where the
paper was not thick enough. Harold laughs, he thinks it is all very funny
because he does not have to clean the bathroom tonight.
"I wish I had known." I tell him.
"What?"
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"I would have let her take all the time she needed."
"You've got to be joking!"
"Why did she leave so quickly! I wanted to give her , some coffee and
eat. I am sure Rita wouldn't have minded."
Harold does not answer, but looks at me stra-ngely, almost the way
he looked at Veronica, Vanity, Vicky, Venus of the two Bags.
"Rita would not have wanted her in the store," he pronounces with
finality .
Monday morning, like every morning, I open the door and set the big
wooden sign on the pavement. Then I start all the machines since they
need time to warm up, especially the big Italian espresso maker. My
friends like to be with me, they say that the air around me wakes them up.
It is strange, because where I dream best is on top of the coffee beans
bags , from warm places like Brazil, Ethiopia, Columbia, Ecuador, Kenya,
Guatemala and Ivory Coast.
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Our Most Unusual Neighborhood
By Patsy Cathey

The most unusual neigl:tborhood that my husband and I ever lived in
was a row of white frame duplexes located across the street from a Grand
Prairie, Texas, elementary school. We moved there because our son was in
the first grade, and it was very convenient. All of the duplexes were
occupied with fam ilies with small children, with ours being located in the
middle of the block. Some of o.ur neighbors were strangely interesting.
The corner duplex included one family with four children . Their
mother had married brothers , the older one being her they current husband.
While talking to her one day, she informed me that she had two more
children by her first husband. The reason she gave for not having them
with her was that she forgot where she left them ; therefore, she couldn't
go back and get them .
One of the duplexes next door to us had a couple with one small boy.
They did not have a phone, so the mother frequently borrowed ours. Since
it gave me an opportunity to keep up with what was going on with the, I
didn't mind. According to her, she had been married three times and was
currently living with husband number three. However, when she would
have a fight with him she would use my phone to call husband number two
to come and get her. Leading her child by the hand she would go off to
spend a few days with husband number two, always returning after a few
days to husband number three. On one occasion , while she waited for
husband number two at my house, she told me she was just waiting for
husband number one, the father of her son, to get out of the service and
she was going back to him. On still another occasion she called the police
from my house, telling them her husband had locked her out of the house.
The only problem with that was that he was sitting in the front yard at
the time. The police came out and she calmed down. While she raved and
ranted at him constantly, I never heard him raise his voice once.
The other side of the next door duplex was occupied with a couple
with one small daughter. The mother was the only person I have ever
personally known whose life revolved around soap operas, with her
appearing to believe them . Arriving home one afternoon, i found her crying
hysterically in her front yard because someone had died. Thinking it was a
family member or friend , I rushed to comfort her. Imagine my surprise
w~en I found out it was on a daytime show.
Whatever else can pe said about my old neighborhood, it wasn't dull.
However, after a year, we moved; it was a little too unusual for us.
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Remember
by Tamara J . Bounds
Forget---if you can,
All the dreams we· had
When we were young
The life we'd fling
The things we'd do
The places we'd see
The choices we'd make ....
Do you remember?
Forget---if you can ,
The joys we felt
When we were young
The way we sang
The way we danced
The way we laughed
The way we played ....
Do you remember?
Forget---if you can ,
The memories we had when
When we were young
Of lazy summer days
The warm sun on our face
Grass beneath our bare feet
The taste of rain on our lips ....
Do you remember?
Forget---if you can,
The promises we made
When we were young
Of love we'd give
Happiness we'd share
The world we'd change
The difference we'd make .. ..
Do you remember?
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Honorable Mention
New Legs On An Old Walk
By Chri~topher J . Armstrong
Ozzie moved briskly up the ridge. Coming around a large boulder he
nearly stepped on a man resting against the rock.
"Excuse me, sir." The boy stopped on the muddy trail. "Have you been
all the way up to the cave?"
"Noet." The man didn't look up but continued scraping the muck from
his tattered old boots.
"Ya gonna?" The kid examined the mud on his own sneakers.
"Yoet...well, I was, but now I feel too tired." The man looked up at the
boy. "I'm Nigel Suffolk."
"Ozzie." The boy offered his hand. "Ozzie Miller. You been up there
before?"
Nigel's grip was firm and warm. "Yoet, many times. How 'bout you?"
Nigel seamed to perked up as he ~lked .
"No. Have you been through the cave? I'm going to go through it!"
Ozzie showed his flashlight proudly.
"Yoet. Don 't even need a light, not really."
Ozzie looked down, at the mans boast.
"Always good to have, though . I'm feeling rested. Mind if I tag along?"
Nigel sounded more encourag ing .
"That would be great. You can show me where it is. I have this
topographic map, but I'm not sure exactly ..." Ozzie looked at the map's
lines again . " ... how all the... where .. ?"
"Let's just follow the trail for now. Once you've walked the land, the
map will make more sense ." Nigel said rising from the rock and starting
up the ridge at a measured pace.
"I hope so." The boy stormed up the trail, quickly taking the lead.
They followed the trail up the ridge in silence for several minutes.
"Gee the old guy is slow, we'll never get to the cave." Ozzie thought.
"Take a look here lad, leavings of an owl's dinner."
Ozzie walked back to see the few bits of rabbit fur, and a spot of
blood. "Not much left of the poor bunny."
"Noet, Nature doesn't waste much. See how close the bunny was to
safety?"
Ozzie looked around , and then at Nigel. "Huh?"
"The bramble." He ~eld his wrinkled hand out and pointed.
"Like in the story!"
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"Please don't throw me in the briar patch!" The old man laughed. "An
owl wouldn't be able to fly too well in that tangle."
"Rabbits don't mind though?"
"Noet."
"How far to the cave?"
"About a mile more."
Walking a little slower now, the boy looked for other interesting
things. He spotted some deer tracks and some tracks the woodsman
identified as raccoon. Still Nigel pointed out much more. He just seemed
to know where to look. Nigel didn 't seem to get much pleasure from these
things though, just noticed them out of habit.
"He might as well just hurry up so we can get to the cave some time
today." Ozzie thought.
The trail turned down into a hollow before reaching the peak of the
ridge.
"Smell that?" Nigel paused again , breathing deeply.
Ozzie sniffed at the air like a hound dog. "Smells like cookies
baking."
"Over here." Nigel steppe~ off the trail, ducking under some low brush .
"It's been a long time since I've bushwhacked."
Together they moved through the tangled branches and the faint smell
grew stronger.
"Ouch!" The boy's voice broke like a loon's call .
"It's rough going in this scrub ." Nigel paused, looking through the
maze of branches at the boy. "How old are you anyway?" he added.
"Twelve." He rubbed the scratch on his cheek.
· "You look older.''
"I'm big for my age, but I've almost stopped growing already. My dad
is five eight, so I don't think I'm going to get much bigger. How old are
you?"
"Sixty ... ah, I believe, yoet.. sixty two. Born February 2, 1928.''
Together they continued through the brush. Ozzie stopped bashing
through the thorn covered brush and watched Nigel. The old man slipped
through the nasty scrub without even catching his clothing. Ozzie started
forward again, slower this time. He tried to relax his whole body. When
he felt a thorn begin to catch on his clothes, or worse yet his skin , he
rolled his body away and moved around it gently. He found himself making
faster progress with much less energy, and noticed something else. His
movement was almost silent through the thick brush! All he could hear
were the sounds of his feet crushing the debris of the forest floor. The
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boy looked over at the woodsman's feet. Each step was placed down in a
slow rolling motion. Little toe touching the ground first, almost feeling
it. Then the rest of the toes touched down lightly, one after th"e next.
Finally the heal came down, and only then was his weight slowly and
smoothly shifted from one foot to the other. Ozzie took a soft step, and
another. This would take practice.
The sound of the running water was close by, and the sweet smell had
grown very strong.
"See there." The man changed direction slightly.
"The flowers on the vines?"
"Yoet. That's what smell so good, and they taste even better!"
"You can eat flowers?"
"You can eat the whole thing, but only the flowers taste good."
He pulled a blossom off its stem, sniffed it, and then tossed it in his
mouth. "Try one."
Ozzie munched at a flower and was surprised how sweet it was. No
Snickers Bar to be sure, but almost as good as strawberries. "Is this the
creek that runs out of the cave?"
"Yoet. Cave's just around the bend. We took a bit of a short cut
through the brush there."
Ozzie grabbed a couple of the natural munchies for the trail and
started bounding from boulder to boulder up the stream. A grin grew
across Nigel's face seeing how eager the boy was to get into the cave.
Ozzie rounded the bend jumping from one stone to the next, concentrating
on not falling into the water. It never occurred to him to look up until the
shadow was cast down on him. He stopped, snapped his head up to see the
shear cliff wall rising over a hundred feet above him. The creek was
flowing right out of the mountain's mouth. The cave entrance was
enormous. Thirty feet high and sixty feet across! Ozzie had been
expecting a hole in the rocks.
"Fairly impressive isn't it?" Nigel said catching up.
"It's huge! Let's go in!"
Taking three steps forward resulted in a 15 degree temperature drop,
and a bone chilling breeze as the air from the top of the mountain was
cooled by the earth and fell out this massive whole. Ozzie pulled his
flashlight and coat from his fanny pack. He pulled the coat on and held the
flashlight out, but didn't turn it on. The dark ahead was fascinating.
"Don't even need a light, not really" He remembered to himself. He put
the flashlight away and ,started forward again, hugging the left wall of the
cave to keep out of the fast running water. The cave room quickly shrank
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to a passageway 15 feet across, the floor covered in rock-fall, and
flowing water. And it was dark. Real dark!
Nigel reassured him from behind. "Let your eyes adjust. It's darkest
just ahead. Then we start to get light from the middle entrance."
"I can't see anything up there."
"Yoet. Takes half and hour for your your eyes to fully adjust."
Ozzie took a step forward as soon as he could see the next rock to
step on . It took forever to go the next twenty yards. It was almost pitch
dark, yet Ozzie could almost see.
"It's more like hearing then seeing."
"That's an interesting way to put it. Yoet, I suppose that's about
right. "
"I see some light!"
"That's the middle entrance, up ahead and about sixty feet above us on
the right. "
A small tunnel lead off to the left.
"Where does that go?"
"That leads to the Peter cave entrance."
"How far is it?"
"Almost a mile. Best not to go there this time of year. Too much
water ."
"But there isn't any water right here?"
"It's here. Just down under the rocks a bit."
"Can we try? We can always come back if it's too wet."
"Well. It only rained a little last night. But it did look like rain ."
"It was bright and sunny out."
"Yoet, but there was a deeper blue in the sky over the ridge. Could be
a storm coming from behind the mountain."
"Oh, come on!"
"Ozzie, it's best to be safe sometimes."
"Your just tired!" The boy paused to see if his taunt had any effect.
"I'm going to go,"
Ozzie bluffed. "With you or without you!"
Surprisingly Nigel seamed to believe him. "Now don't go running off
down that way, Peter cave is a twisty turny thing , with lots of water and
loose rock, and dead ends. If you have to go, I'll take you, but it's really
not the best day for it."
Ozzie smiled. Nigel was talking like his dad now, and Ozzie could get
anything he really wanted from his dad. "I really want to go. If you decide
we have to turn back, I'll come back. But we've got to try!"
"Lets go out the middle entrance and check the weather. If the

weather is ok, we'll come back and try the Peter Cave."
"All right!" Ozzie's voice broke again and the high pitched squeal
echoed eerily through the caverns like phantoms teasing him. ·'
Together they started for the middle entrance. As they moved the
light grew brighter and brighter. Ozzie looked up for the source, and saw a
small crack of bright blue sky sixty feet above . The blue was almost
blinding after his eyes had grown accustomed to the blackness. The rubble
up to the entrance was extremely steep and slick from condensation. The
breeze here was still warm, flowing down from the the crack in the
surface of the earth. Ozzie burst out of the cave and looked around. They
were nearly a third up the mountain now.
"The smells of the forest." Nigel said.
"I still don't see any clouds ."
"But look at the sky behind the ridge. See the shadow?" Nigel looked,
and to his surprise didn't see it himself.
"No."
"Noet. I don't see it anymore either. Hmmmm ... "
"Great let's go back in."
"I know I saw a cloud shadow there before, but it's not there now."
"So it's safe to go through?"
"Noet. Safer maybe, but Peter cave is always dangerous. I'll lead you
through."
"How long does it take?" Ozzie started back down into the earth.
"Nearly two hours."
They climbed down quickly, and their eyes didn't have time to adjust.
"We'll need your light in Peter cave. I hope the batteries are good."
"Brand new, and I have a spare set!" Ozzie beamed the light just ahead
of Nigel.
"Aim it about there and we shou ld both be able to see fairly well.
Remember to watch for low hanging rocks."
Ozzie wondered if that was a joke about his height.
For the first hour they traveled quickly. This was a young cave, the
water still carving it out of the earth , and no fancy formations would be
seen here for several thousand years. The most interesting thing in the
cave to Ozzie was the bats. And they just hung there. Mice with wings
and peculiar faces.
· Nigel took a seat on a big flat rock for a rest. "Table rock. Just past
half way."
"The cave seams tq narrow ahead?"
"Yoet. And real steep. We are going to climb three quarters of the
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way up the mountain, from the inside! From the first entrance that's over
six hundred feet up."
Ozzie switched off the light to save the batteries. Darkness. Silence.
Cold. Damp.
Drip... Drip... Drip... Drip drop drip drop.
"Where's the water coming from'?"
"Lets get moving." Nigel suddenly sounded tense. "It must be raining
outside ."
Ozzie switched the light on and pointed it towards the dripping . It
was coming down from a large crack in the ceiling . And another.
"Come one. Up this way!" Nigel ducked through a narrow crack.
"Should we go back?" Ozzie couldn't believe how fast the water was
coming down now. And from all over the ceiling .
"Noet, best to go up. Besides we're past half way. Be sure to keep the
flashligh t dry."
"Will we be ok?"
"Yoet. We just need to move fast."
They climbed up the twisting turning rock strewn cave. Ozzie's heart
pounded. "This old guy is in great shape," he thought. Water was runn ing
down the rocks on the steep floor. It was hard to keep from sliding back
down. In five minutes the cave went from bone dry to a flowing creek.
Climbing the steeper sections was like trying to swim up waterfalls.
"This water is cold ," Ozzie said.
"What?" Nigel shouted back over the roar of the cascading water.
"Th is water is freezing!" Ozzie shouted back.
Nigel paused and rubbed his thighs. "Noet, just sixty th ree degrees .
Year round. That's awful cold for swimming though."
Ozzie's thighs were burning from the steep climb too. "How much
farther ? "
"Half a mile, and three hundred more feet up. But past this steep
section it shouldn 't be so wet. Ready"
"Yah ."
Nigel lead up the thirty plus degree slope . The water crashed down
the rock nearly six inches deep now. Ozzie could see it getting deeper. It
was difficult to climb and hold the flashlight, but it would be near
impossible in the dark. Ozzie started to shiver from the cold. His right
foot slipped from its foothold and he fell to his knees . The hand with the
flashlight plunged into the rushing water as he tried to maintain his
balance. It was only under long enough to get his foot back underneath
him. But that was too long!
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"Damn!" They both shouted together at the dark.
"Are you all ... "
"Damn! Oh man. Damn it." Ozzie screamed, his voice remaining in its
upper octave.
"Take it easy there lad!" Nigel sounded odd. Was he scared too?
A small light blazed through the small crack in the earth. Nigel's
lighter. "Get yourself two good foot holds, and lean up against the wall ...
Good! Now see if you can dry out the flashlight, Blow on it I suppose."
"Right!" Ozzie agreed, but thinking it was pointless. Water was
splashing nearly waist high all around him, and streaming from the
ceiling . He turned his back to the torrent and unscrewed the case while
holding it under his face. Dumping the batteries into his hand , he blew on
each in turn till the were fairly dry. Then he blew on the bu lb and into the
battery tube. He reassembled the light. Nothing.
"I'll try it aga in, with the other batteries !" His voice breaking high
and low again.
"Take your time. We aren't going anywhere without that light."
Ozzie pulled the fanny pack around to the front and dug for the other
batteries. They were still in their package and completely dry. He put the
wet batteries into the pack and blew at the innards of the flashl ight until
he was dizzy. Finally he reassembled it again with the new batteries .
"Here goes everyth ing !" He said turning the switch . "Damn !"
"Give the infernal thing a good whack!"
Ozzie swatted at the side of the flashlight. "YYYEEESSS !"
"Wonderfu l!" Nigel said putting away his lighter. " Now let's get off
this cliff!"
"And out of this water. I still say it's freezing ."
"Noet, just feels like it."
"I know, just sixty three degrees!" Ozzie laug hed and shivered .
They made it to the top of the steep section, and headed towards a
very narrow gap in the rock ahead. The water was constricted by the
narrow walls and was pouring through crack with tremendous force. The
flow was over three feet deep now and getting deeper fast. The ceiling
here was only around 7 feet high. Nigel got within a few feet of the
narrows but couldn't drive himself though the current.
"Chimney!" Ozzie shouted . His ears stung with the roar of the water.
· "What? "
"Used the walls. Climb over the water!" Ozzie gave Nigel the
flashlight and sat back figainst one wall, his feet pushing against the
other and climbed above the water. "Come on !" He urged.
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Nigel handed the flashlight back and started up the crack. "This is a
lot easier than fighting that current."
The water kept rising , forcing the pair up to the ceiling . Nigel 's rear
dragged in the water and his head rubbed the ceiling. Worse yet, past the
narrows the walls angled apart till . Ozzie's shorter legs couldn't make the
distance any more.
"I'm stuck! I'm going to have to try to walk again." He handed the
light to Nigel.
"I'll hold onto you while you get your feet set."
Ozzie reached down with his right foot. He put it as straight down as
he could force it against the current. "No bottom!" He screamed as his
back slipped from the wall and he disappeared in the black water. Nigel
strained to hold him. Ozzie's head popped up, mouth gapping for air, but
his diaphragm wouldn't move. Cold shock.
"Find the floor! I can't hold you! It's got to be there!" Nigel shouted.
"I... can't.. .. breathe!" The boy mouthed! He struggled to stand
against the current. He found the floor. The water was over four feet
deep, but not moving nearly so fast here. His shoes clawed at the invisible
floor. One grabbed an edge and he raised up in the water. He grabbed a
crack in the wall and pulled himself more upright. Ozzie placed his other
foot as his heart pounded in his chest. He arched his back like his soccer
coach told him to do when he had the wind knocked out of him by a huge
defenseman's illegal tackle. The air finally filled his lungs in shuddering
gasps.
He wiped the water off his face, and rubbed the tears from his eyes.
"Only sixty-three damn cold degrees!" he choked out between gasps.
"Yoet! Year round !"
"Let's get out of here!"
"I'll stay up here a bit further if you don't mind!" Nigel said as he
begin shuffling up the crack. Fifteen yards further on, Nigel's long legs
were stretched across the width of the cave .
"Time to get wetl" Ozzie said, his voice broken with fierce shivering .
"I think you're cold lad."
"I must be getting close to sixty three degrees."
Nigel stepped into the now slower moving knee deep water. "Hah.
This isn't so bad! Only a hundred fifty yards to go. I'll build a fire when
we get there, and well warm up."
"I ... Good."
It took almost ten minutes to get to the entrance. Outside it was
fierce. A terrible rainstorm was pounding the forest.
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"Stay in here, I'll see if I can find something dry enough to burn. Take
those wet clothed off, I'll be right back." Nigel saw that the boy was blue.
"Okay." Ozzie watched the woodsman disappear into the rain. "We'll
need a blow torch to light anything out there."
Nigel was back in a flash, and dumped a large pile of dry looking twigs
from under his coat. "Get those clothes of lad!" He piled the twigs neatly
and pulled out his lighter.
The twigs sparked to life quickly. "I'll be right back."
Nigel dashed out the door again. Ozzie's coat and one shoe were off
when he got back and dumped a load of sticks next to the little fire. He
placed a few on the growing flames. "One more trip. I think I'm as wet as
you now. It's just pouring out there!"
Ozzie pulled the other shoe and his pants off and started feeding the
fire.
It was incredibly warm already. He turned to warm his back and felt his
shivering stop for the first time in almost an hour.
Nigel came back dragging a small dead tree trunk almost twenty feet
long. "It's a bit wet but it should burn." He dropped a few more sticks
from under his coat. "See if you can break this up."
"Sure." Ozzie started breaking the tree into fire size pieces and
placed them all around the fire to dry some . "That was close wasn't it?"
"Yoet. But 1 haven't had as much fun as this in years!" Nigel smiled
as he pulled off his boots.
"I was really scared. But it was so intense! Why can fear be so fun?"
"The fear isn't fun, it's the relief that comes after."
"Where did you find all these dry sticks?" Ozzie added one of the
small logs to the fire .
"Under the biggest fir trees I could find ."
After two or so hours by the fire they were both warm, and their
clothes were dry. They got dressed, watched the storm wind down, and
traded stories. Finally they put the fire out, cleaning up the fire pit well
enough that it was hard to tell a fire had burned there. Then they started
hiking to intersect the ridge top trail.
"What are you doing next Saturday?" Ozzie asked.
"Probably walking in the woods somewhere."
"Can I meet you at Fiery Gizzard Canyon?" Ozzie smiled " I want to
try to walk a circle around the big falls on Fiery Gizzard Creek!"
"I 'll be there!"
They walked quietly down the ridge top trail.
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Almost back at the trail

Honora ble Mentio n

h~ad . Nigel stopped suddenly. Trailing , the boy stopped and watched him.
~1gel s head turned slowly, eyes closed . When his head stopped he opened
h1s eyes and squinted into the forest.
'
"There." He pointed with a slight nod. _
::~e boy . loo~ed but didn't see.· "What? " he barely wh ispered.
L1sten f1rst. The man advised .
Ozzie closed his eyes and didn 't breathe . Listening he turned his head
slowly.. The rustle of .leav~s was ... right...there ! He open his eyes and
~.o~ked ~~ the exact .. d1re.c t1on ~nd distance. "It's a buck!" he saw easily.
Kmda b1g one too ! H1s exc1ted whisper froze the deer.
. "Yoet, he's big for his age." Nigel spoke calmly. The bucks ears
tw1tched .
Oz.~ie quieted his voice. "How can you tell his age? He's shed his
antle.~s . The buc~ returned to feeding on some young grasses .
He looks a bit uneasy for a buck of that size." Nigel smiled at the
boy. "He doesn't know his place in the woods quite yet. He just knows
that
he belongs here."

'

The Home Place
by Lenora Agnes Frisch
While driving down Lexington Street on a recent visit through our
hometown, my sister, Bonnie, and I, tried to recall who lived in which
house and when.
At the south end of this street, second house from the corner,
Number 809, stands the house our daddy built for our mama in 1924.
(Born
in this house, each one of us feels a special , yet different, attachm
ent.}
Approaching "our house" , we decided not to stop ; just drive by
slowly. While passing by, Bonnie said , "Aggie, back up. I want to
look."
asked her if she wanted to go in and she replied, "No. You go ahead.
I don't
want to ." I told her I did. As I left the car, she changed her mind
and
followed me.
Approach ing the porch, one of us commented, "I miss the swing ."
This swing , hung from the ceiling of the front porch , brought many
hours
of pleasure to all ages of four generations.
The children attempted to either touch the wall, about eight feet
back of the swing ; or, go over the banister, about four feet in front
of it.
The grownups always threatened us with spankings if we didn 't slow
down.
When they sat in it, they just "rocked" slowly. We never understood
why they enjoyed rocking so slowly ; nor, why they didn't swing higher.
Also, we couldn't see much excitement and fun in just "rocking ".
Anybody
could rock, but, it took someone daring to touch the back wall and
swing
over the banister.
The story goes that mama sleep-walked before we came along ; and
,
that daddy found her many times , during the night, sound asleep,
rocking
away in the swing .
With my heart pounding , we walked up the steps and to the door.
Bonn ie knocked . (I remembered some of the times mama and/or daddy
came to let me in. Most of the times with questions like: "Do you
know
what time it is?", or, "What kind of a guy is that to just drop you
off?",
or, "Bennie should have walked you to the door." (One night, when
I got
home, Daddy was sitting in the swing with his gun in his lap. This
happened after listening, all night, to my date talk about losing his
father
that day. I've never been so afraid in my life. After my trying to
convince
him that we had been good children , daddy and I went in the house;
and,
poor Bennie dragged himself to his car.}
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We could hear small children making sounds of excitement like all
small children do when "company comes."
We identified ourselves to the lady answering the door; and asked if
we might come in to see "our home." She introdoced herself as Mrs. Jolin
Stauffer; and, with us not accepting her excuses and being persistent,
reluctantly, she invited us in.
We told her that we didn't come to see her house, we came to see
"our home."
After Mrs. Stauffer introduced the children, we told them we grew
up and lived there a long time ago. This, I think, satisfied their curiosity.
Mrs. Stauffer apologized for the appearance of the house and told us
she would rather do hand crafts than keep house. (Our mama, much like
that, too, would much rather cook and sew for daddy and their three
daughters than clean house any time.)
We commented on the decor, country. (Mama and Daddy both lived on
farms in their childhood and later.)
We noticed more coincidences .. For example, the furniture, mostly
antique, arrangement--much like when we lived there.
We could not ignore the aroma of homemade bread as we entered the
kitchen. The dough, risen to its highest, was ready to knead and put in
pans. While Mrs. Stauffer "poked" it down, she said that she could finish
it later.
The pretty edged shelf paper peeking through the glass-paned
cabinet doors caught our eyes. (Mama always had pretty shelf paper on
these shelves. Sometime, it would have dainty lacy edges, other times, it
would be trimmed with either brightly colored kitchen motifs, flowers, or
fruit. Often, on shopping trips, we would visit all three "ten cent" stores
down town looking for enough packages to cover all six shelves.)
The "back" bedroom became the children's room. The bunk beds, for
five, dominated the room . Mr. Stauffer arranged them so as to take full
advantage of any breeze coming through the six windows; three on each of
the south and west outside walls .
Mrs. Stauffer liked the "back" bedroom for the children ; because,
from the adjoining kitchen, she could hear and see them while they played
or slept.
Mr. Stauffer, working nights, slept through all the noise; therefore,
we could not see the changes made in the "front" bedroom.
The bathroom , the room updated the most, is between the two
bedrooms.
Mr. Stauffer removed the window; and, in its place, installed a linen closet
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and a three-sided shower/tub combination along the outside wall. He,
also, hung a well-lighted, mirrored cabinet over the lavatory vanity.
Walking back through the kitchen toward the back door, we noticed
another change. Mr. Stauffer converted the "little back porch" to two
closets and a hallway.
Through the hallway, we entered the "big back porch". After his
retirement. Daddy added this room onto the house. It measures about
twelve feet by sixteen feet with windows on all three outside walls. (We
recalled more memories.) Mr. ,Stauffer transformed this second bathroom
and sleeping area into a laundry and playroom.
Looking at the back yard through the glass half of the back door,
Bonnie ;and I glanced at each other. Going through the door to the outside,
we crossed the covered wooden stoop and went down four steps that
needed boards replaced. Startled, we commented on the yard. We
remembered it being so much larger.
Strolling through the yard with Mrs. Stauffer, the ch ildren trailing
close behind, we showed her where the ''wash house" stood. Daddy built
this wooden structure, laid a red-brick floor, and installed a gas burner on
the north wall. The "wash pot," containing the water to be heated for
washing the laundry, rested on braces over this burner.
Along part of the west wall, about waist high, he erected a shelf
made of three or four wide boards , spaced about three or four inches apart
Mama put two "number three" washtubs filled with the rinsing water on
this shelf. To one, she added bluing to make the laundry whiter and
brighter, the other she left clear.
After washing the laundry in very soapy water in the electric
powered motor washing machine, the hand-fed wringer passed the items,
one by one, into the water-filled tubs.
The items, rinsed by splashing them around in the tub, passed
through the wringer into the second tub ; to be rinsed , again , in the same
manner. The third time the laundry passed through the wringer, it fell
into a basket. Now, the final step : shaking each piece then hanging it on
the outside clothes line to dry.
Often, mama would not empty the tubs , she would leave that chore
for me to do after school. The water, emptied by hand from the tubs to the
washing machine, flowed from the washing machine through the attached
water hose to the vegetable garden.
We showed Mrs. Stauffer the locations of the chicken house, yard and
fence. I remembered the time I went out there, barefooted, to catch and
kill a chicken for dinner. ' In chasing the chicken , I stepped on a rusty nail
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and poked a hole in my foot.
After soaking my foot in kerosene for about three days, mama took
me to the doctor who lanced the badly infected wound. Needless to say, 1
did not go out there again without wearing shoes.
We shared memories of making mud pies under the umbrella-shaped
China Berry tree. Bonnie and I made these with djrt, water and, sometime,
eggs we swiped from the refrigerator. We pJaced this goop in anything we
could find. Sometime, we used mama's cake pans without her knowing it.
We decorated these pies with leaves, rocks, sticks, twigs and/or berries
from the tree. we always tried to eat them but they never tasted as good
as they looked, no matter what we put in them .
We recalled gathering pecans from daddy's eight trees; mama's
flower beds that would not flourish because of too much shade; the grass
that wouldn 't grow; the muddy yard when it rained; the grape vine that
consumed the fence on the north side of the house; and, the jelly mama
made from its fruit. (She tried, unsuccessfully, to kill that vine several
times by pouring strong salt-water solution on its base.)
Our time ran out much too soon, and it was also time for Mrs.
Stauffer to pick up the older children at school.
Bonnie and I thanked this kind lady for her patience and tolerance.
Grateful, too, for the time spent with us; and, for humoring us in our
desire to see "our house." We exchanged addresses, but, we never wrote,
neither did she.
We got in the car; and, with misty eyes, said almost simultaneously,
"I'm glad we stopped."
On the way back to Fort Worth, we reminisced about our visit. Being
able to talk about "home" helped me to finally say good-by to the only
home I ever knew. I do not know how Bonnie felt because; sometime, it is
difficult for her to express her feelings.
"The Home Place" was sold after both mama and daddy died. It was
at that time, I bought the house that is now "my home".
The Stauffers brought love, happiness and contentment into the once
empty, lonely, old shell-of-a-house. It has come alive and is a "home"
again.
Although someone else lives there now, to us, it will always be "The
Home Place".
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THESETIING.
It is the 25th day of August of the year 1665. My name is Alfred
Wickington, and I am dying of the bleeding diseas~. I am the__last of my
family to fall victim to this horrid plague. As I lie her~ wa1tmg for the
final caress of death I have taken pen-in-hand to chromcle the events of
the recent past that led to this, my last day of life.
My family was very poor, but I was cunn ing and resourceful an_d had
always provided for our basic needs. It had been a long and cold w1nter
here in the heart of London. What appeared to be a mountain of food that
we had stored during the fall was running out. We were all looking
forward to an early and mild spring . Late during the winter we had heard
rumors of the deaths of many of our brethren in some of the coastal
towns. This news struck fear in the hearts of friends , relatives, ~nd
neighbors, for we had heard of the devastating plagues that had k1lled so
many of our number in the past.
My wife was to give birth in the spring . I hoped that "Others" would
have a successful harvest so my children would grow strong and healthy
from their bounty. The fleas had been unusually bad this winter, and I
feared they would suck the life's blood from my children if someth ing was
not done about them.
REBIRTH.
The sun was warm on the first day of April. The birds sang and the
green of plant life revealed itself in every patch of soil and in every crack
between the cobbles. I had gathered fresh materials for the family
sleeping quarters. In the past this ploy had lessened the number of fleas
with which we had to contend . Food was already more plentiful , and I had
joined with many of our neighbors on the precious night in foraging f~r
edibles through the garbage behind the taverns and coffee houses. Th1s
was a time when the art of conversation flourished and many an hour was
spent by poets and critics at Will's, the cle~g_y _ at Truby:s. the scholars and
University-types at the Grecian and the pollt1c1ans at e1ther the Cacao
Tree or the St. James' Coffee House (Anderson , Buckler and Veeder, 384) .
All of this visiting and talking and eating provided us with piles upon
piles of collectible, edible and delectable refuse. In f~ct, on some streets
it was piled so high that simply walking was a challengmg task. The one
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escape it!
item that was difficult to obtain, however, was a good drink of fresh,
clean water. With the gutters piled high with rotting garbage and dead
animals, human and animal manure, and goodness knows what else, most
of the water sources within the city itself were .quite fouled . Even the
river Thames had a strange taste. on some -days. And even after a good
hard, cleansing summer rain the stench was often almost unbearable. But
overall, times were good for us. There was an excitement and optimism in
the air. We had a king back on the throne, the theaters were open again,
and there was a construction boom all over the city.
DARK MESSAGE.
On the 1Oth day of April one of my wife's cousins had arrived from
the coast. He reported that the rumors we had heard this past winter of
many dying in the coastal towns were accurate. He told of the deaths of
his wife, children and most of his friends and explained that he was
fortunate to escape with his life. But his good fortune did not last long,
for by the 12th day of April he lost his taste for food and began to be very
hot and show a great thirst for water. On the 15th day of April he was
shedding blood from his mouth and nose, and he died on that evening.
I had sent my family to a neighbor's home, for I knew that if this
was the dreaded scourge that had swept our land so many times in the
past, his death would be most painful to both him and any witnesses. 1 had
been right. My wife's cousin died a horri_d death. His body was wracked
with convulsions, and he bled from every body opening (Evans and Feldman,
403). Although I felt great sorrow for him these feelings were paled by
the great fear I experienced at the realization of what his death signified
for all in our community .
After I had disposed of the body, I brought my family; back to our
home and spent a long time consoling them and reassuring them that our
cousin had probably died from poisoning. I had reasoned that for them to
experience the consuming fear that I was feeling could serve no purpose.
Besides, I needed time to think without the distractions that 1 would have
faced had my family known that we faced the dreaded Black Death. Horror
stories of the death were passed on from generation to generation and
taught us that during the one hundred years prior to this year of 1665 six
outbreaks of the Death had killed millions of our kind and over a quarter of
a million of the "Others" in London alone (Lehane, 77). The most
frightening aspect of all was that we had no idea from whence this killer
came or how its deadly travels among us were accomplished so quickly
and silently. Neither we nor the "Others" could prevent it, cure it or
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THE COMMUNITY FALTERS.
By the 20th day of April it became clear to me what our community
was facing. We had to travel further away from home each day in our
search for food. One day while foraging near the Thames I observed the
roads crowded with carriages and the river filled between its banks with
barges . All were engaged in carrying the well-dressed and well-fed
"Others" from Whitehall in their escape from the carnage of plague-ridden
London (Lehane, 77) . I had heard this was the way royalty acted in the
face of natural disaster.
·
Many of our number had died. One of the many problems arising from
this carnage was the incredible abundance of fleas that were about. These
wily creatures would leave the body of our dead as soon as the carcass had
become cold to the touch. So many of us had died by the end of April that
the fleas were everywhere and showed little discrimination in who or
what they fed upon. Adding greatly to the number of homeless fleas was
the fact that in an effort to control the Death the "Others" had killed
forty million dogs and over two million cats within our city of London
(Lehane, 78). Although at first this latter action by the "Others" seemed
reason for celebration by our kind , it only brought fleas into our homes in
even greater number (Zinsser, 166). Even the "Others" were covered with
the bites of these fleas. Times had become hard enough without this
added nuisance of millions of homeless fleas searching for a blood meal.
By the 15th day of May it became evident that this plague was not
confined to us because many of the "Others" were staying inside their
homes and showing other strange changes in their behavior. The "Others"
showed great resourcefulness in their attempts to ward off the disease.
In the beginning , they gathered the bodies of their fallen brethren and
burned them at the outskirts of the city. They wore all sorts of potions
and anointed themselves with a wide variety of odd-smelling liquids in an
effort to ward off the disease. To ward off the Death many of them would
wear oranges filled with a sponge soaked in vinegar. Others thought that
running the streets five mornings out of seven was helpful. I must note
that foraging for food was more difficult with all these runners about.
Some thought fasting best and this led to less refuse outside the
dwellings and taverns. Still others felt that sweating was dangerous and
so fewer workers were about to leave food remnants. Some even refused
to bathe and there was less water being thrown from upper windows for
us to drink. One preventative I thought quite unique was the method used
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by the "flagellants". They would walk the street beating their skins with
many different devices thought to ward off the Death.
As a Death deterrent, the rich wore sapphires while the poor bought
and wore amber from the increasing number of roadside amber vendors.
Even the boys of Eton were forced to smoke as it was thought that
smoking and chewing tobacco was a deterrent to -Death (Lehane, 78}. All
of these clever runners, flagellar:ltS, faster:s, smokers, chewers and those
avoiding sweating only made my daily chore of searching for food all the
more difficult. We, on the other hand, were not so clever. As much as
possible, we simply went about our daily tasks as usual. But cleverness
seemed to matter not. Although in the beginning it was we who died in
massive numbers, an equally heavy toll of the "Others" soon followed.
I do not know why I was spared for so long after my wife, family,
and more than three-quarters of my immediate neighbors had succumbed
to the Death. It seemed that no one would be left alive by this pestilence.
Perhaps it is God's will that I live to record these events .
So many of the "Others" had died by the 1Oth day of August that they
no longer gathered their dead, but rather left them lying where they fell.
The stench from rotting flesh was overwhelming. There was very little
left to eat for the few of us remaining . Since it was the "Others" from
whom we obtained much of our food, their decimation left us to feed on
the carcasses they left ungathered.
My closeness to death and the terrible ravaging of our community by
this blight have made me ponder all the anguish and pain that our kind has
endured since God created us. What purpose is served by all of our
suffering and why are we so unable to control our destiny?
I have also had time to marvel at the impotence of the "Others" in
preventing this scourge. They have always amazed and fascinated me with
their resourcefulness. They have used many things from the earth, from
plants and from other animals to control and manipulate their
surroundings. They have built huge wonderful buildings, roads and bridges .
They invented a way to print books so that many can share poetry, drama,
and all manner of political and religious ideas. They have constructed
great ships that can cross oceans to discover new lands, animals and food .
Yet even they were unable to avoid the dire consequences of this blight.
I am dying. Blood is seeping from my nose and mouth. Several
violent muscle spasms have wracked my body and have thrown me about
my quarters. I can only think of one thing , "Even though I am only a rat,
why has God forsaken me?"
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First

Place
R. S. V . P.
by Teresa Riebe
Richland High

Why did you do it=
How could you leave?
We're all alone now,
No money, lost dreams ;
I wish you could see
The pain and the fearJust look what you're doing ,
And see what you ' ve done;
You said you love us So why did you leave?
Mom sits and cries
In her room at night;
My sisters and I
Don't know what to do What should we tell her
When she wants to give up?
"Things will get better"(How I wish that was true);
. A year has now passed ,
And nothing's changed yet;
We missed you at Christmas,
It wasn't the same;
Mom ' s dinner was goadAll the turkey and piesBut your chair was bare;
We are missing so much,
And I fear you are, too;
I made A's again,
Sang a solo in church,
Still dating Brandon . . .
But I guess you don't care;
It's so hard to love you
When I feel so much pain;
I hate all this angerSo I pray every day;
Maybe I ' ll wake upIt's a nightmare , indeed;
We just want you here.
Daddy, why did you leave?
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Second

Pla ce

..

The

Kick

by Angela Mitchell
P . L . Dunbar High

In her womb
She feels it .
A sign of life ,
A life created by her,
and ~he one she loves.
She stares into space.
She places her hand
Softly on her abdomen.
There it is again.
She smiles and rises.
Slowly, she ascends the stairs.
Step,
by ,
Step.
SHE SLIPS
SHE TUMBLES
to the f oot of the s tairs.
She opens her eyes.
PAIN
She can't mo ve.
She thinks.
She screams.
Her baby.
She places her hand
Softly on her abdo men .
NOTHING
!
She cries.
She's lost it.
Her baby.
Her child.
Her reason to liv e .
SHE GASPS
In her womb
She feel s it.
She places her hand
Gently on her abdomen .
There it is again.
Joy fills her heart .
Love engulfs her soul.
THE KICK SAVED HER LIFE
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1st
Thi rd

Place
Cold World
by Grant Melhorn
Ri~hland High

The coldest day of the year
I have to come all the way downtown
--for some stupid book
Homework in abundance at home
They better have this book
This world is so cold.
Not a parking spot even close
Why couldn't a neighborhood store carry it
If I can just get in and out
People are out to get me today
.This street is so cluttered with people
They are making me late
This world is so cold .
Not even a copy left
Lord, can't you let something go right
Why me
Stupid bum, get off the sidewalk
You take my paychec k legally then probably
--you rob my house
At least it didn't ask for a handout
This world is so cold.
Why does everything happen to .
Sir, you dropped
What, the street life speaks to
Sir, your wallet
Oh,
Thanks.
Now I see.
The cold of the world
has come from me.
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Hon orable

Ment i on
Dolphins
by Daniele Casilio
Richland High

Dolphins jumping , oh, so high
Reaching toward the wide blue sky,
Do you prefer the day so bright,
Or the cool, clear starry night?
Dolphins playing in the surf
Just like children o'er the earth,
What are the games you like to play
On a cold and rainy day?
Dolphins diving all day long
Going where no man has g o ne ,
What secrets are down so deep
That the cold dark waters keep?
Dolphins swimming in the sea,
Won't you come and play with me?
Teach me to talk like you dolphins d o
So I can learn your legends too .
Dolphins caring for each other
Eac h acting like the other ' s mother;
When a friend finds eternal sleep
Do you swim, or stay and weep?
Dolphins cutting through water fast ,
Will this place stay here and la s t ?
Or wi ll man blow it away
With toy s that were not me ant f o r play?
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First

Place
Macaroni Necklaces
by Jennifer Mathe ws
Richland High

To some people working with the mentally reta r ded can be a
chore, however, for me it has been one of the most rewarding jobs
I have had. Several years ago I became involved in a day camp
called Special Days. All of the campers are mentally handicapped
to some degree . At first, I did not know what to expect from the
campers, but I soon realized that there was something special
about them. The campers have touched my heart and taught me to
look at everyday life a little differently. They showed me that
sometimes it is the simple things in life that can bring joy and
happiness to a person. One activity that impressed me was when
the campers made macaroni necklaces. When they first started they
I helped
were awkward and unsure of how to start their necklace.
them to get started and then let them use their own imagination to
create their necklaces. Each camper was excited and proud of his
necklace. What had started out as yarn and macaroni became more
precious to them than a diamond necklace. By watching the
campers, I realized that even though they only made simple
necklaces , they were proud of what they had accomplished on their
own. From my special friends I learned that your accomplishments
do not have to be spectacular to matter. What does matter is that
If
each person is proud of what he has done and who he is.
everyone could look at life through the innocent eyes of the
mentally retarded they would find that they can be happy with
their simple accomplishments.

Second

It makes me think of one of my favorite songs.

Place
Remember
by Matthew Hammond
Richland High

I would like to remember
I would like to talk about my past.
I have
all of the events and people that made up my childhood .
often heard that a person is made up of all of the events and
I guess this means that I am really talking
memories of his life.
So
about myself. However , I don't want to be that direct.
indulge me and allow me to be roundabout.
It is the friendships that I miss most about my childhood .
There were many times when me and a group of my friends would go
and just ride our bikes for hours . Or , me and my best friend
would go to the park and play basketball. These were in the midst
of a Texas August. We all know about them. These are the days
The
when birds stay in the trees and don't dare come out to fly.
frogs would hide down in the mud and wait for the sun to go down.
Yet there you would see t wo big fools playing basketball at noon
on the h ottest day of the year . We would finally quit after about
fi v e games and our shirts would be black with s weat . Every once
and a wh i l e a cool breeze would come and it would feel incredibly
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sweet . Then we would go u nder the trees to the water f ountain and
drink deeply. Cold water and a cool breeze must be the t wo
I always
greatest things that God ever brought into the world.
lost a ll the basketball games , but that didn't matter. Tbe
feeling of being out in the ~un while playing hard against a n d
with my friends was enough.
You know, the r e is almost a void when I look back . Th is void
It ma kes me
must be what is left from my friends that have left .
think of standing alone on a solitary cliff . This cliff o ver looks
a beach and a b l ue-green sea . There I stand watching t he sun go
down watch ing t h e waves g o o ut .
seeing t he sand
seeing the sk~
seeing the clouds
seei ng t he waves
seeing nothing
seeing emptiness
seeing myself
It is sad to look back upon a life where most of the people
you knew are gone . Recently, one of my friends from way back came
But, we certainly aren ' t close.
to visit me . Sure , we had fun.
Can you have a friendship in which the two people involved can
really no longer affect one another. Can you have a friend in
which the daily routine where 99% of your life is lived has no
bearing upon each other.
There is an enormous lack of old friends in my life. Most of
my friends I have either known for a short time or have only been
close to them for a short time. There are very few people who I
could really talk to about anything important . This lack of
closeness means that there are few people I am going to miss when,
let's hope when, I go to college.

"Now John at the bar is a friend of mine
he gets me my drinks for free.
and he ' s quick with a joke
or a light of your smoke
but there's some place that he ' s rather be.
He said , 'Bill I believe this is killing me '
as a smile ran away from his face
' Well I'm sure I could be a movie star
if I could get out of this place ' •
Perhaps what has happened to me is representative of what is
happening in America. Two of my best friends left my life
normal l y . They moved away and life moved along . The other t wo
are different. One of my best friend ' s father died when we were
This could be the reason for t he way
st~ll in elementary school .
he began living his life after that . When we reached jun ior h igh
he began to experiment with drugs. Eventually, he bega n usin g
drugs regu l ar l y . Th is led him to quit school. Now he is l iving
in an apart ment with some of t he people that he works with. He
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works at a menial job making a little more than minimum wage. Now
what kind of future can this person possibly have? I have talked
to him recently but we no longer connect or really understand each
other.
Another old friend of mine has a story t h at is only different
in the details.
It seems that sometime in junior high he became
suicidal. His parents decided that it would be best to put him in
a psychiatric institute. He went in and out of state and private
institutes for about four years. He came out a very different
person than he went in. Just like the other friend, we no longer
talk or understand each other.
I do not see how anybody can
understand someone who used to become violent and hit hospital
attendants.
(I believe schizophrenia is the clinical term.)
How
do you connect with someone who considers shaving his head a
hairstyle.
I have grown up a lot since then . I have begun to understand
these people a little bit .
Is it strange to understand a crazy
person? I miss these people. I miss them for the way they were
and not for the way they are.
It is the people around you that
define your life.
It is important that you have friends and
cherish them when they are there. For one day you will wake up
and they won't.
Th i r d

Pl ace
Th e

Pri celess Gi~t o~ Hist ory
by Veena Chandramohan
Southwest High

For centuries they lived in isolation, enjoying nature's
bounties and enduring her hardships. Today, however, the
primitive cultures of the world face a much greater challenge.
Age-old traditions, customs, and knowledge are quickly being
replaced by the values of Western civilization. The disastrous
effect of this tribal disassociation is the diminishment of a
strong cultural identity and self-respect, elements absolutely
necessary for progress of individuals and entire peoples to be
achieved. The dissolution of a pri mitive culture can be prevented
with the introduction of history; a writing system would chronicle
the tribe's own history, and an offering of our history of
technological development would deter them from following our
disastrous path to environmental upheaval.
In the past the oral tradition had served as the cohesive
force binding primitive cultures together. Presently, the
effectiveness of the oral tradition has been undermined as
civilization infringes upon the land of primitive cultures.
Younger members leave their homes and adopt Western lifestyles,
forfeiting traditions, knowledge unique to their culture , and
practices which can no longer be passed down to future
generations. In doing so, they replace strong identities rooted
within the context of centuries' old systems of beliefs and
practices, with weaker ones based on Western values. This loss of
a strong self - identity is followed by a loss of self-respect,
which serves to diminish any chances of achievement for a person
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or group. A more permanent and, thus, a more effective method of
maintaining the identity of primitive peoples is through writing.
Writing can coexist with the rich oral tradition of primitive
peoples without seriously altering tribal life.
Their o wn h istory alone, however , cannot prevent the
fragmentation of the tribe. Sharing our history would show t he
deadly progress of technology , which can lead to environmental
devastation or nuclear warfare. This gift of history wou l d
convince indigenous peoples that the fruits of progress are not
always sweet , and perhaps dissuade them from embracing technology
fully. Their own lifestyles, though lacking many of the modern
comforts, may look more app~aling after they become aware of the
countless environmental tragedies and problems besieging developed
nations.
As tribal heritage dissolves , identity and individuality
wither away leading to cultural demise. In addition, knowledge
gained through centuries of survival that can benefit the
developed world vanishes as a result of assimilation. Thus, the
disappearance of any culture is not only a loss for that culture,
but also for all of humanity . The greatest loss, however , is to
the children of indigenous peoples who have been absorbed into
modern society. These children become lost in a cultural
framework that they cannot claim as their own. They become , in a
sense, mere shells of their ancestors.
It is too late to
construct walls around primitive societies to protect these
children and their cultures from drowning in the rising tides of
civilization. Only an active approach such as the introduction of
a strong sense of history through a system of writing and the
sharing of our own history of technological mismanagement can stop
an irrecoverable loss for us all.
1st

Honorable

Mention
Cottonseed
by B . Pike
R. L. Pascal High

The girl in the signal conoe held the paddle perfectly
vertical--the sign for "all clear." My partner and I were next in
line to shoot the rapids. My mind threw out blurred thoughts.
I
flashed back to canoeing practice sessions on the Trinity River .
Though the current there had been comparable to that in my bathtub
on any given night , it served as a primed spot for learning the
fundamentals . But this was not the Trinity. However , sitting in
that eddy , staring down the throat of a radid, I felt competent.
I was ready for this.
Big , big shock .
This was not my bathtub. Canoeists who frequent this area of
t~e San Marcos River know it as "Cottonseed . "
It ' s a rapid , and,
for the inexperienced, a pretty tough one. Due to some good rains
in the days past , this part of the San Marcos was up somewhat and
the rocks that normally served as guides through the rapids were
submerged . This created, to put it lightly , some problems for us
canoeists. In fact, two friends that had attempted to shoot the
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Fi rst

Place
Alms

for Saint Ki r by
by B. Pike
R.L . Paschal High

rapids before my partner and me , found themselves stuck in a canoe
which was literally wrapped around a sizable rock positioned in
the middle of Cottonseed.
Cottonseed was about 40 to 50 yards down river and to the
right of the eddy in which our group was waiting. When we
received word of the difficulty ahead we~ere concerned , to say
the least. So far I had exercised all of the proper canoeing
strokes and procedures that I had practiced back on the Trinity,
and fared rather well. But, I had yet to be faced with any
situations that demanded such assertiveness in my strokes and
precision in my course.
Mustering all of our courage, my partner and I headed out to
meet our foe.
The curent was swift and we could hear the river
whistling between the reeds and crashing over rocks ahead. When
we arrived at the right hand turn, where the rapid would become
visible, my partner and I found ourselves falling victim to
nerves. Our turn was a bit wide. We bagan to battle the current,
fighting to get back on course. There was a feeling of disaster.
I threw out a series of strokes, as did my partner, trying
desperately to emerge on the othe r side of the white-capped rapid,
unscathed .
It was time to see what the Fates had willed.
I planted a
firm crossdraw as our canoe approached the feared rock which
spelled certain trouble if the canoe became caught sideways
against it, perpendicular t o the current. My crossdraw proved to
be sufficient. The canoe flowed past the rock.
I had escaped
Cottonseed in triumph.
So what's the point?
Though I ' ve had other encounters with the outdoors, this one
represents my consummant experience.
At Cottonseed I overcame
adverse conditions, inexperience, and most importantly, fear.
When dealing with the outdoors--wheth er canoeing, backpacking,
Dappelling, etc.--I am faced with s i tuations that demand all of
the courage, strength, accuracy, and intuition that I can possibly
muster.
The snow-capped mountains of Vermont and the rushing
whitewater of a difficult rapid can offer difficulty as well as
beauty and triumph. Whether erecting a tent for the first time or
dealing with a capsized canoe, the element of c hallenge is everpresent . Nature teaches me the importance of trusting my
abilities and having confidence in myself-whether outdoors, in the
classroom, or among the rigors of everyday existence.
I am
learning to deal effectively with the "Cottonseeds" in life. This
is why I love the outdoors.
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The loss of their pastor had thrown the Only Baptist Church
of Newt 's Landing i nto quite a pinch. He left in a hurry , so the
congregation had no time to prepare fo r the vacancy at the pulpit.
The Rev . Davis had l ast been seen follo wing close behind his
estranged wife , who was riding gallantly astride her pet sow ,
Guenive r e, headed fo r the city limits . The gossip around the
grocery store and the barber shop put forth the assumption that
the stress associated with being married to a man of faith drove
the poor woman to insanity. The Only Baptist Church of Newt ' s
Landing would have to get a new man for the pulpit.

***

Percy Biltmore was a solid man with a deep voice . He was
short and he had dark hair, bush on the sides and non-existent on
top. His neck was thick and ended abruptly beneath his second
chin. His hands were large and as worn as a catcher's mitt.
Percy's fingers were wrapped tightly around the arm of the large ,
light green cushioned, perfectly upright chair in which he sat.
From the chair to his immediate right rose Clyde Eudaly, the
chairman of the Only Baptist Church of Newt's Landing pulpit
committee. Clyde's hair and clothes were frayed, so he looked
like a scarecrow as he stepped to the pulpit.
"Congregation , " Clyde said in a voice that was shaky and
struggled to escape his thin lips , "I have come to present to you
the interim pastor of the Only Baptist Church of Newt's Landing,
Percy Biltmore." A resonant "Amen" bolted from the pews.
Percy rose slowly and started towards the pulpit. He cleared
his throat huskily and began immediately on a sermon concerning
someone he referred to as Saint Kirby .

***

II

"He might as well have stepped right into my kitchen and
turned the oven up to 500," said Clara Ledbetter as she plucked a
small package of needles from a display . "In all my years, I have
never, I tell you never , seen a roast as black as mine was on
Sunday."
"Honey , the same thing happened to me , exactly.
I always fix
a turkey on Sundays . Leave it in the oven on 225 while I'm at
church and by the time I get home, around 12:30, it ' s ready. My
grandchildren just about inhale it.
I do it every week." Wynelle
Davies was eying some light brown yarn as she said this .
The two moved methodical l y through The Quilt Rack, which was
where they purchased needles , thread, and any other materials
useful i n the arts of crochet , needlepoint, and quiltmaking . The
hardwood floors groaned as they approached the fabrics.
Clara Ledbetter ' s voice was laced with censure: "What in the
world do you suppose possessed that man to preach for so long?"
"I don't know, but I ' m sure that Mr. Percy Biltmore won ' t
last long as a preacher ' round here if this continues , " responded
Wynelle.
"Doesn ' t he know that we have things to do? Seems rather
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selfish, if you ask me, keeping all of us there to listen to him
p;attle on abo~t tribulation and so forth.
What about my roast?
I 11 bet you h1s lunch was perfectly cooked. Why, I ought to let
him try a smidgen of my charcoaled roast. We ' ll see if his
sermons don't shorten up." Clara picked up a spool of magenta
thread. "He'll get his," she said as she manipulated the thread
b~tween her i~dex and mi~dle finger.
"If Mr. Biltmore is so longWlnded, why d1d the comm1ttee pick him?" she asked.
Wynelle was examining a swatch of gray wool. She elevated
her
chin
so that her nose pointed to the -ceiling f and she grinned
\\
I
•
It s all on account of Lucille Sharpe. She was sittin' on her
front porch in that big ~1' crickety swing she's got, workin' on
this A~ghan that she's g1vin' her daughter for Christmas. Anyway,
that b1g mutt of hers was just a barkin', so she looked up. She
told Ira Wallace who told Bessie Simpson who told Mabel Shipman
that she saw this huge man comin' over Thimble Hill and he was
surrounded by sunlight and he had two stone tablets under his
arms. Lucille called it divine providence. So, they asked him to
preach."
"You don't say?" Clara blurted, musingly.
~I swear it.
Only, they wasn't really stone tablets.
They
were ~ust suitcases . Word it that he ain't really a preacher at
all, JUSt a vacuum cleaner salesman."
"Vacuum cleaner salesman? Well, that explains it. Honey
I've seen some charismatic preachers--you know, snake-handlers'and
all--but I have never before been witness to a preacher who
compared the perils of sin and hell to the power of a Kirby vacuum
cleaner."
"And what about when he brought out that hose attachment and
~acuumed the entire.center aisle to demonstrate how Saint Kirby
Just sucks up all s1n and deceit, and how for just $25.00 we could
have one of those Kirbys and do battle with the devil " added
Wynelle in disbelief.
'
"You know that urn he was cleanin' around, up by the altar?"
"Yes."
"Well, it holds Vera Burdett's husband. She nearly had a
conniption fit when he started to open up the top to that urn.
Thank goodness the plug came out," said Clara. "He might have
just sucked poor.old Cleofus Burdett right out of his pretty
li~tle urn.
He JUSt turned the entire town upside down.
I don't
th1nk there's a Baptist family in all of Newt's Landing that ate
a meal that wasn't burnt Sunday. All on account of Mr. Biltmore's
hose attachments."
"Everything just went topsy-turvy," said Wynelle.
"Did you
notice that Holt's curb market opened for business fifteen minutes
late~ than usual this mornin'?
And you know what else? Newt's
Land1ng Hardware and Welty's Bait and Tackle opened late, too.
This new preacher fella has the entire town workin' a delayed
schedule. Heck, I even got up fifteen minutes later this
mornin' ."
"Topsy-turvy," said Clara, "topsy-turvy . "

***

Percy placed a note on the table next to the door.
"Called out on unexpected business. Thank you for the
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opportunity to spread the Word.
I hope you and all of the other
followers enjoy your Kirby Crusaders. Use them in earnest.
I 'll
be back when the new handheld models come out - -A more convenient
and mobile way to do battle with the devil. Remember, those
aren ' t just vacuum cleaners; they're weapons for His army.
Yours,
Percy Biltmore
He finished gathering his things. He grabbed the suitcase
of attachments and new bags and moved towards the door.
He had
been staying in the garage behind Clyde Eudaly's house .
Furniture was scarce: there was a coffee table, a bed, and an
ottoman decorated with an embroidered pig. The carpet was brown
shag.
"Small-town suckers , " Percy said to himself as he opened the
door to leave.
Just as he stepped out the door, he tripped on a
delinquent package.
It was wrapped in brown paper and tied with
magenta thread.
The note attached read, "For Saint Kirby . " He
thought to himself that it must be a thank you gift from the
church . Percy opened the package to find portions of a
drastically charcoaled roast, along with black potatoes and
carrots . He scratched his head, puzzled, and walked to the bus
stop. The bus from Newt's Landing to Moyer's Bluff left fifteen
minutes late.

Glut t on
by Brenda Pike
Paschal High
Beneath the stale breath of his three slavering mutts,
Roquefort lies, like swollen log, on his Corbu lounger ,
Blanketed in the Evening Dispatch
And the stench of an evening's folly;
Face down, drunken, in his rat's alley of excess.
"Here's to Grand Marnier and Courvoisier by the gallon.
Indo-Chinese delicacies by the pound. Caviar , squid, rare
mussels.
Another round here, garcon! Seconds for me and my party.
Chop , chop!" and a snap of his fingers.
Lying in a stupor and pool of bile,
Roquefort dreams of being Nero, in a brothel, with a fig - leaf
Halo and a shapely foreign girl to drop grapes into his mouth,
one by one.
But he will awaken .
and tomorrow is another day for drink and delicacies ,
And a drunken stay where the rats scrape their stomachs ;
For Roque f ort is unaq~ainted with restraint.
Tomorrow he will not recall tonight.
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Place
Conve ni ence Store Logi c
by Genie Burke
R.L. Paschal High

"I'm trying to tell you something about my life
Maybe give me insight between black and white
The best thing you ever did for me
Is to help me take my life less seriously ,
It ' s only life after all, yea ... "
The Indigo Girls and their melodic guitars fade d as I turned my
engine off. I slowly pulled my key out of the ignition and checked
my reflectio n in the mirror.
I supposed my appearanc e was acceptab l e
for 7-11, though I was shoeless. My hair was windbl o wn , and my
clothes had the loo k of be i ng clean but rumpled. My eyes were hidden
by the prescript ion sunglasse s I had b o ught the day before.
As I made my way thro ugh the cluster of people in line, the
checkout lady greeted me with a friendly salutatio n. That ' s
something you can always depend o n at 7-11. No matter if you're i n
some one-horse t o wn {which I was) o r in a big city, you always g e t a
friendly greeting .
My heart fell as I l ooked at the watery S lurpee in fro nt o f me.
"Hey, Sweetie, that Coke Slurpee isn' t fr o zen ye t.
I j ust put
the syrup in."
"Oh, thanks . . . "
"The orange-pi ne apple s hould be wo rk i ng j ust fine, tho ugh. "
"OK, thanks."
The thought of an orange-pi ne apple Slurpee r e pulsed me , so I
opted for a Diet Pepsi.
"So ya decided to go with somethi ng e l se.
I don't much blame
ya . These exotic flavors don't set right with me. Anything else?
You bust be hungry, you look like you ' ve been driving quite some
time. We get a lot of peo ple just driving thro ugh. Those who d o n' t
stop may not know there ' s a town here, much less the name of it."
I wondered myself what the name of the town was, but decided not
to be a smartass and ask.
I also wondered where all the cluster o f
people had gone to . In two minutes of being in the store it had gone
from chaos to silence.
"Uh, I guess I better get a hot dog.
I don ' t know when the ne xt.
time I'll stop will be."
"Smoked, spicy, or foot-long ?"
"What about a regular sized Oscar Meyer?"
" Well , sure, we don't get many requests for those . Again , I'd
have to agree with your choice.
It's those exotic flavors again.
The condiment s are over there by the Slurpee machine , but I bet you
eat yours plain."
I smiled, but I was a bit flustered that this woman seemed to
know me so well. She was right, though.
I ate my hot dogs plainjane style.
"My name is Chick Leech.
I heave been running my mouth off,
might as well tell you my name." Out of obligatio n I told her mine
and congratul ated her on getting employee of the month. When she
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introduce d herself , I noticed a wooden plaque on ~he wall behind the
cash register.
"Do you have any idea ho~ to get back on 30? I got off to find
an Exxon and now I'm pretty much . . "
"Lost? Sure I know how . I go home on 30 every night."
After Chick had given me direction s , I decided it was time to
leave, but something in me wanted to stay and ask Chick why she
thought I would eat my hot dog plan. Do I look l ike a plain person?
Am I that easy to figure out?
I left because I was too scared to
ask. Either that or I was too scared of the answer.
Of cour se , before I could leave , Chick made me promise to stop
by on my way home.
I knew I would be seeing Chick again , I felt I
had an obligatio n.
The trip to see my grandpare nts was the most bizarre experienc e.
we went camping-- the whole nine yards: tents, smores, and multiple
verses of "Kumbaya. " The whole weekend, as captivati ng as it was , I
spent thinking about Chick.
I told my grandpare nts, and they said
she was probably on something ...
With the unforgett able weekend behind me, I was o n the road bac k
home. My car smelled like marshmall ows--Gran dma insisted that I take
the leftover smores.
After a few lonely hours of driving , I reached the familiar 7-1 1
where I had begun my journey. Chick was there, and for some reason a
smile crept onto my face.
For the first time on my trip, I was
looking forward to something , Chick .
"Well hello there, little lady. Looks like your little trip
did you a ~orld of good. Two days ago, you came in here looking like
your best friend died . I bet you had a good time with your
relatives . You did to see relatives , didn't you?
I smiled even wider; Chick didn't know me ... OK, so I did see my
grandpare nts, but they weren't the reason I was smiling. The wa~ky
lady talking in front of me was the reas o n . I wondered for a br1ef
moment why that was .
I realized that for a long time I had been
judging people on how I thought they should be.
I always assumed
that convenien ce store workers were unhappy because they were stuck
working behind a cash register. Chick wasn ' t unhappy at all; she was
a caring person who obviously loved pe o ple. A picture of my
grandpare nts floated into my head. When I went there , I expected to
see old, commonpla ce people. Instead, I spent a weekend with a
couple very much in love and very much into life. Wow, I learned all
this from a lady named Chick who worked at a 7-11 in the middle of
small town USA.
I love it.
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Excitement o~ Life
by Eric English
Richland High

The curtain rises.
I step forth into the brightness of the
spotlight. My heart is beating wildly and my mind is racing. A
thousand thoughts are running through my head at once and yet I
can't seem to grasp a single one . I look out into the blackness
of the audience.
I can see no one, but I know that the crowd is
out there watching my every move . Suddenly, a sound breaks the
silence.
"Convoy leader, you are cleared to take out target
Alpha." "Roge r ," I find myself saying.
I glance out of the side
of my cockpit and catch a glimpse of the airstrip below. Enemy
soldiers are scurrying about like ants preparing for winter.
"Follow me boys," I say to my squadron. "We'll do our duty for
our country and get ourselves back to base." Artillery fire is
all around us, but I keep a steady, firm grip on the control stick
as we make our bombing run . A buzzer goes off signaling the
release time.
I pull the lever and watch as my bombs and those of
my squadron descend on the airstrip below.
I see a blinding flash
and hear a deafening roar. Lying at my feet is the terrorist
dressed in black; an automatic rifle is lying on the ground a few
yards away.
In my hand is a 45 caliber pistol. My fellow
employees have jokingly nicknamed it the "security guard special."
Three chambers are empty and smoke is still pouring out of the end
of the barrel. A scared little girl who was a hostage only
moments ago is running away from us toward her mother. As I
glance around the bank, people are getting up off of the ground
and cheering. Or are they crying? Yes, they're definitely
crying.
"Why is everyone so upset?" I ask the man standing next
to me on the sidewalk.
"Don't you see that guy up on the ledge?"
he says. "He's fixing to jump." "Oh, no," I think to myself .
I
quickly push my way through the crowd to the building which I
hurriedly ascend . I arrive at the top and slowly stick my head
out the window.
I plead with the guy for fifteen minutes until he
finally decides to come off of the ledge and give life a second
chance. As I help the guy climb back into the window, something
goes wrong. He climbs in to safety, but I accidentally fall out.
I 'm falling faster and faster.
My team is all around me . The
plane from which we jumped is now some distance away.
I can see
the football stadium below me. The band is wrapping up its half
time show and is clearing the field for our entrance . We begin
executing our acrobatic procedures as the crowd "ooohs" and
aaahs." As we approach the ground, we pull our parachute chords,
release our parachutes , and slow our descent. We enter the
stadium and all land perfectly in the center of the field. The
audience claps its approval as I take my final bows out on the
stage . The curtain drops. My life is over , or is it just
beginning?
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by Ryan Courtney
Paschal Bi9h

The bright cloud which loomed over the polls
Completely blinded the truth I knew
Existed somewhere deep beneath
My brainwashed exterior.
No. They were right.
People died defending wbat s..-d to ' A twisted and insane loqic vhicb dze9e
The obedient masses.
The flag spoke condescendin~y
To my questioning nature.
They were right.
I was nothing on the grand scale of ~
The superior beings in power
Must be doing what is beat foe
My doubts subsided and all . . .~~~~
I pulled the lever setting
D
A magnificent plan brought
By our flawless leaders.
They were right.
All would be worked out in tbe ·1;,~~~~~@i~~~
My decision foreshadowed pe&c&J
As the cloud hovering over . . .~~~.._
I had done the right thinq aD4 ,_.~""••
Echoed with the words crafted
By our sage ancestors:
I pledge alleqianc.
To the elected
And everything t~
And to the
For which they
One class, driven
Inexplicable,
With slavery and COl~ll
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